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dent Franklyn Jenifer looks dismayed at forum on vendors.
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ty Prc,idcnt l·ranklyn G Jenifer
"hun" and be\\ ildcred b) a student
government that i, "inconsistent"
with the concerns of all llo\\ard
student\.
"I he thing, they {llowaru Um
, "rsil\ Student ,\v,ociatmnl ,eek to
,1ch1cv~ ,hould he consistent with
the m.1jorit) conccn,u, of their con,titucnt,." Jenifer said. "In this particular instance, there was no one
general consensus ,.
l3ut while HUSA President Terri
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~ L E R ' VIEW

LIFE ON THE STREETS: Sylverster
Hester, a panhandler near Wonder Plaza,
-hares his experiences of being homeless.
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HOWARD STUDENT
FEATURED IN "HOUSE
Photo D
PARTY 3": Gillian I. Waters,
page B1
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who is majoring in legal
shot
communications. talks about
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her fihn debut and plans for
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Wade :idmits that not everyone was
on the same accord, she says the
demonstrations were a success.
"I definitely think the struggle
was productive. even though some
people are only looking at the vending bsuc on the surface," Wade
,aid.
.. I know some students don't
know, don't care or disagree, but
they have to realize that this is much
Jccpcr than buying JX>tato chips.
There .,re higher powers at \\Ork
here "ho arc obviously not interested in the development or small
black businesses in our community ...
But supponing black entrepreneurship is fine. according to the
reigning Miss ll oward, Shanice
Trapp, as long as it is put into perspt.'Ctive along with i-,sues of greater
1mponancc.
"\Ve all love and ,uppon the vendor,. That's not the issue," Trapp
said. "I fell used by the 'Resolution
for Change' party so that they could
,ho" they were fighting for student concern, But they "ercn't
,p.;akmg for me or a number of
other student, ·
Political plO) or not, Jenifer feels
the vending issue did not warrant
discus.sion in front of United States
President Bill Clinton at last week ·s
Manin Luther King celebration.
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~ jUOTE OF THE WEEK
now isn't a good time for
e truth, I don't see when
we'll get to it."
--Nikki Giovanni

to adopt the following measures.
of child-care facilities for student
I. Retract the ban on Sixth Street parents, the lack of community outvending and request D.C. govern- reach curriculum, the absence or
ment 10 reinstate vending waiver for effective intra-university commuthe displaced vendors.
nication and the need for a coordi2. Recommend that the Board of nated graduate and undergraduate
Trustees recogniLc vending as an orientation program.
integral part or the University for
But while I !USA officials arc
future planning and development determ ined to follow up on the
endeavors.
signed agreement, Jenifer says it
3. Reorganile the vending com- addresses points that arc already in
mit1ee under the Small Business rrac1ice.
"That so-called agreement raisDevelopment Center so as to
include vendors, students, faculty, es issues and concerns that arc
staff and administrators to create an already common practice or at least
official vending policy.
agreeable under this administra•
4. Increase student participation
tion," Jenifer said. "I signed only to
in the University deci~ion-making insure that the situation didn't escaprocel>S on mailers such as the fol- late any funhcr. As president, it's
lowing that concern everyone: Invi- my job to protect the li,·es and limbs
tation or ~peakcrs; negotiation of of University students."
student affairs contracts;
selection of honorary doctoral degree recipients; alloc.ition of space in Wonder
Plaz;a; the hiring and !iring of
faculty, ;,taff and administrators.
5. Convene weekly public meeting, ,tarting in the
lirst week of February on the
following student i,sucs: the '
unbearably low cap placed _:u.,.,;...on financial aid budgets for 1L __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___J
Protestor's sign
graduate and professional
students. the unavailability

~------------~

Students, faculty unconvinced of
State of the Union promises
B) Shonda Huery
Hilltop Staff Writer
Though President Clinton
expressed plans to improve anticrime tactics. lower taxes and provide health care for all AmeriC'JnS in
his State of the Union address Tuesday night. several people in the
Howard communit) "ondcr if Clinton will he able to live up to his 0\\ n
cxpcctauons.
"Clinton does recognize serious
issues facing America, but he is
quite capable of using political sym•
bolism in his speech." said political
science instructor Lewis Wright.
According to Wright, political symbolism is Clinton·s ability 10 say
what most people want to hear.
Somc students say that politi•
cal symbolism i• the very thing that
keeps Clinton ~-ro~ getting to the
heart of the nauon s problem,.
. "It is grc_at to final)y see~ pres1dcnt tackle 1mponant issues hke the
ones Clinton has tackled, but I don't

those issues." said Felice Doul,\las.
a senior majoring in mathematics.
~If we arc 10 find answers to the
problems facing America. we must
go to the root of
those problems.'' - In his address,
Clinton
told
Congress that
the
nation ·s
deepest problems cannot be
left up to politiciaos. He said
Americans must
do their part 10
improve
the
American way
of life.
"Let us be true
10 our spirit. facing facts, qoming together. bringing
hope, mol,,ing forward." Clinton
said.
Junior elementary education
major Senodja Sundiata echoed
Cl inton's views. " I must agree with
Clinton, it will take the efforts of

everyone 10 make a change and we
all must work together to do that,''
Sundiata said.
Clinton ·s speech was characterized by eloquent words
and heated
rhetoric. He
even threatened Congress wilh a
veto if proposals don· 1
guarantee all
Americans
health care.
Though
most Americans would
agree with
Clinton that
health care and high crime rate, arc
major problems in the United
States, some students question
whether Clinton will be able to
make a noticeable improvement in
the situations.
"I understand that Cl inton

believes that training more persons
10 be policemen can help solve
some crime problems. But the crime
issue does not stan with the police;
we must go to the the source of
crime. and the source is not the
police," Douglas said
Students also pointed out that
Clinton is not the first president to
make guarantees; many previous
leaders have made promises that
were unfulfilled.
"Clinton, like other presidents,
has promised lower taxes. more jobs
and less people on welfare, but can
Clinton be the one to live up to his
promises?'' Kim Gordon. a freshman majoring in account ing asked.
"Clinton does have a good talk
as well as focus. but I wonder if it
is all becoming the same old song
and dance," Douglas said.

it 10 their tuition bill.
"Students arc already fined for all
kinds of fees. It would be totally
unfair to fine a candidate for wanting to be a student leader," Lovett
said.
But the election proposal didn't
only hear debate from Lovell, as the
entire assemb ly in debated the
issub.
I IUSA Recording Secretary Tara
Winder bel ieves that the proposal's
main problem was centered around
the budget.
"Money is always a controversial i!>Suc with every organization.
Memone was given an assembly
approved budget of S 13,000 with
the intention that she would construct her budget accordingly,''
Winder said.
" If Ms. Paden wou ld have pre-

scnted a proposal under the understood guidelines, there probably
would have been a better response
by the assembly." Winder added.
But Paden disagrees.
"I believe that the asscQ1bly
didn '1 have full knowledge or what
is involved in running an efficient
election,'' Paden said. "An efficient
election would be to eliminate
some of the problems faced in last
years elections. For instance, many
of the polls were left una11ended,"
Paden said.
"With the S 13,000 budget
approved upon, I wi ll have to cut
cor11ers as well as cost, which will
weaken the quality of the election,"
Paden said.

tfc;s~';;tre~tions meeting all about money
1

1h

!l'ECIAL COMMENTARY PAGE: This
eek, an additional Perspectives page takes
look at letters sent to the HILLTOP from
tudents about the recent HUSA vendor
test. A7

"To take that particular moment,
with the president of the United
States and the national media here
and utilize it for the economic interests of outside panics was in bad
taste and poor judgement," Jenifer
declared.
"The responsibility of leader•
ship is not opponunistic and limited 10 a small minority. It is allinclusive and subject to appropriate
behavior at all times," he said.
Sophomore Melanie Alston
agrees.
"It just wasn't appropriate for
Terri to disrupt the [King Celebration Ito speak on the vendors. I support the vendors all the way. but the
situation wasn't that it couldn '1 have
been worked out," Alston said.
However HUSA Vice President
Reginald X say, the vendor situation was a valid one. and that is
reflected by the number of students
who stood up with HUSA againM
the adm iniwation.
"It was the students who made
the difference. whether they agreed
100 percent or not," Reginald X
,aid. "Without the ,upport of the
students. we never would have been
able to get Jenifer to sign our agreement:·
The agreement, in which
Jenifer's name was spelled incorrectly, call, for hi, administration

by Shonda Huery
Hilltop StaIT Writer
If the Undergraduate Student
Assembly proved anything at
Wednesday's meeting it would be
that 1loward University's student
elections are not planned overnight.
After hours of debate, the Undergraduate Student Assembly ended
with the the proposed Universitywide student election guidelines
and new budget.
Elections Comm ittee Chairperson Memonc Paden presented her
proposal on ly to watch it be taken
apart by UGSA members
The S 16.000 budget which. after
numerous amendments, motions
and questions brought to the floor,
had tri ckled down to exactly
$13.023.

"The whole purpose of the
assembly meeting was distorted,"
Paden declared. " It was my goal 10
improve on the problems that were
faced in last year's elections. but we
spent the entire time debating the
budget which was the least of the
problems we arc facing," Paden
sa id.
Then it was the guidelines. which
focused on the process and procedurcs of the elect ion.
Heidi Lovell, the graduate representative can very well be called
the star of the show with her con•
stant words of"I motion to amend,"
which cou ld be heard at every
heartbeat of the election~ proposal.
Lovett panicularly spoke out
about a guideline in the proposal
that would fine election candidates
for elections violations and charge

Law school commemorates 125th anniversary
By 1h1ci N. James
Hilltop Stuff Writer
One hundred and twenty-five
years ago John Mercer Langston
accepted a monumental task.
Selected as the first dean of the
Howard University Law School,
Mercer would be responsible for

laying the foundation for an insti•
tution that wou ld mold the minds
or leaders li~e Thurgood Marshall,
L. Douglas Wilder, Vernon Jordan
and Sharon Pratt Kelly.
In celebration of that tradition
and legacy, Howard law students,
faculty and alumni paid tribute to
the Law School'sl25 years of

excellence Wednesday in the Moot
Courtroom or the I.aw School.
M;iudine Cooper, the National
President of the Urban League,
Howard law alumna and keynote
speaker, urged the future law graduates to be a part of the solutions
and not the problems.
"As I listened earlier to people

speaking about reaching back I
remembered that this is what the
University has always been about,"
Cooper said.
Graduate Trustee Cheryl Moat
has found that sentimel\t1o be true.

Please see Law School on A2
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Rankin Chapel celebrates 100 years o f serv1c~ ~ri,:

Rev. Dr. Bernard Richardson, New Dean of Rankin Chapel

By Mellssa E. James
Hilltop Staff Writer

With i1s sanc1uary filled to
capac ity, The Andrew Rankin
Memorial Chapel officiall y began
ils 100th year of service to the
Howard University communi1y on
Sunday, Jan. 23, 1994. This ·'Centennial Service" was the first in a

year-long schedule of events celebrating 1he chapel's cenlury of
exis1ence.
The members of the organiza1ion, "The Friends of The Andrew
Rankin Memorial Chapel," arc the
organizers of 1he year's memorial
activities. &1clle Taylor, "Priends"
member and co-chairperson of the
Cenlenn ial Celebration, rela1es
the chapel's his1ory.

"Jerem iah Rankin was one of the
first preside111s of Howard University and csiablished the chapel
in memory of his brolher Andrew
Rankin. [The chapel] is a memorial center, and it also shows that
early wi1hin 1he developmenl of
Howard Un iversity, as wi1h other
black colleges, re ligion as well as
learning were emphasized," Taylor
expla ined.
Rankin chapel has a history of
auracting an eclectic mix of people to i1s services. According to
Shirley Graham Evans, chairperson of "Friends," more than
55,000 Howard alumni have
auended an event in the chapel
over the years.
"The chapel really provides ser•
vice and spiri1ual renewal for such
a large variety of people. You can
go all over the world and find
Howard Universily alumni who
have a11ended 1he chapel," Evans
said.
According to members of
"Friends,'' many prominent people
have spoken from 1he pulpit of
Rankin chapel. Such pcrsonalilies
as former Uni1cd States President
John F. Kennedy, cur1ent South
African bishop Desnlond Tulu,
sla in Civil Rights leader Marlin
Lu1her King Jr. and currenl
renowned minister Jeremiah
Wright have used Rankin chapel as
a forum for !heir ideas.
Several differenl even1s have
been planned for the chapel celebra1ion. Larry S1ill, chairperson of
the Centennial Publicity Committee, detai ls some of 1hese events.

"The ca lender for 1hc year
includes a tribule to pasl chapel
ushers and gradua1e and pos1-gradua1e students. There will also be a
celcbra1ion of Mother's Day, a service 10 recognize coup les who
have been married in the chapel, a
special program on fraternities and
sororities and an e1hical forum
where s1udcn1s and faculty will
discuss c1hica l issues faced by the
s1udcnts," Still said.
Also included in the year's ceicbra1ion was the induction of a
new dean of the Chapel. The

induction, which look place last
Sunday, officially made Rev.
Bernard Richardson 1he fourlh
dean to serve the chapel in i1s I 00
year his1ory. Richardson, Howard
alu mnu s and former pas1or of
Archer Memorial
African
Mc1hodis1 Episcopal Zion Church
in Windsor, Conn., is exci1ed abou1
the pan he is playing in the
chapel's history.
"Many s1udcn1s arc unaware of
1he great 1radi1ion of 1he chapel.
We have some of 1he grea test
preachers leave 1hcir pulpits 10

speak al our chapel. It's a1
challenge to be a part of,.::
grea1 1radi1ion," Richard10n
The year-long cclebratio:.
culminate wi1h a dedica1ioa
mony of a chapel s1aincd
window.
·
"We're hoping thnl thes1
of Howard University and•
bers of1he commu ni1y will~
10 make 1his [celebration) 1
cess. It is an his1orical cvcm
importanl to remember ho~•
1he chapel has done for lht
munity," Taylor said.
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Standing for one century, the Andrew Rankin Chapel has been an Integral feature of the University,

Writers' circle unites and develops Howard's literary talent :
By Elaine Myada
Hilltop Staff Writer
In lhe Nigerian language of
Housa, yawa means wealth and
abundance. Bui at Howard Universily, YAWA s1ands for the Young
African Wri1ers Association - a
rapidly growing group of wri1ers
wi1h a wcal1h of 1alen1 and an abundance of crea1ivity, according to
founder Vincent Smilh.
Smith created the associa1ion in
February 199 l 10 provide an forum
for the Universi1y's 1alemed poe1s
and prose wri1ers.
"There was no other organization here for all of1hc young artis1s,
writers and poets who were on this
campus," the public relations major
said.
YAWA Special Programs Direc1or William Coates said 1he group
inlends to play an ac1ive role in the
resurgence of black poetry and creative wriling. A wrilers' circle and
a perfom1ance ensemble arc 1he
main organs of 1he association.
Since its concep1ion two years
ago, YAWA has been hos1ing writers' circles every two weeks. In 1he
ci rcle, group members have a
chance nol only 10 exhibit theircrea1ive works in prose and poe1ry, bul
also 10 critique the work of fellow
members.
In December, 1he YAWA performance ensemble was fea1urcd in
a
Tribe
Vibe/ Maur ice

Malone{Kawamba Enterprises jazz,
fashion and poelry show. In April,
in conjunction wi1h the Smilhsonian ins1 itution, YAWA will sponsor
a young artists' exposition highlighting the 1alcnts of up and coming
poets and musicians
from the me1ropolitan
area.
Senior Amaela Wiley
has been wilh YAWA for
two years. She sa id
allending the writers'
circles has helped her
improve her wri1ing
skills.
"The writers' circle
has helped me grow as a
writer because I ge1 lo1s
of cons1ruc1ive criticism
from the 01her members
in 1he group. They all
spark ideas of inspiration and improvcmen1
which s1reng1hen the
presenlation of my own
ma1 cr ial," Wiley, a
braodcast j ou rn a Iism
major, said .
Last semester YAWA
es1abli shed i1s formal
cons1i1ution and is seeking an officia l cha'rter
from the Univers ity.
Smith said 1he associa1ion wan1s to expand and
grow from within and beyond 1he
walls of Howard University.
"Howard is jus1 a small extension

of what we wan1 10 do. We wanl 10
expand 10 other Black colleges and
univeristies 10 recruit black studenls from all over," Smith, a

YAWAhas the

the English departmenl to develop
a s1andard fom1at for wri1ing workshops 10 be held in April.
The Programs Director added 1hat
one step YAWA would
like to take toward
expanding wi1hin the
Univcrsi1y is 10 publish
a journal 1his spring.
"African Americans
have a hard time gelling
published, so we wam
to provide an opportu•
ni1y for them,·• Coates
said.
Coates said the only
way 10 ensure publica1ion is for the group
members to publish the
journal themselves,
ra1hcr than rely on a
book publishing company 1ha1 may lose
interest in 1he project.
This fall, 1hc organiza1ion wants to make
monthly 1011rs of His1orically Black Colleges and Universities.
This 1our will focus on
promo1ing YAWA's
ideas to ~1uden1 leaders
at 01her HBCUs and
expanding to a ll of
them.
In addit ion 10
expanding 10 ot her
HBCUs, YAWA is planning a communi1y outreach program.
YAWA will reach OUI 10 schools

potential to be an
instrument in the
black community
from which

unknown talent

can be discovered
and nurtured

-Amaela Wiley
sophomore said.
Coates is working closely wi1h

Howard professor initiates African-American,
Asian liason to ammend poor community ties
By Traci N. James
Hilltop Staff Writer
It is nearly impossible to walk
thes1reets of D.C. wi1hou1 no1icing
them. II is nearly improbable to
anend Howard four years wi1hou1
patronizing lhem.
And according 10 the Small Business Administration, 1hcy represenl more lhan one third of the
small businesses in lhc Dis1ric1 and
create $53.7 mill ion in revenue.
The new ins1itut ions are Korean businesses, ranging from the
neighborhood liquor store 10 the
local carry-out
The proliferation of Korean store
owners in black areas has increased
1ension between 1he two communilies, thus, leading many to seek
solutions to the crisis.
Dr. Ba 'Nikongo, a professor in
Howard's Afro-American Studies
Depanment, brought lhe problem

'.

10 ligh1 in a proposal titled, "Connie! Rcsolu1ion In Inner-City Communilies.'' TI1e proposal called for
the Asian communi1y to realize that
the African-American community
was lhe basis of !heir weallh.
As a result of lhe proposal, Koreans and African Americans are
a11emp1ing 10 bridge the cultural
gap that has caused so much friction.
One proposed solution was the
crea1ion of a scholarship by the
Korean American Grocers Association for ·Howard students who
show an academic intcrcs1in intercommunity race relations.
In 1992, KAGRO selected its
firs1 scholarsh ip recipient, Karla
Tracy. Tracy, a senior in the
African-American S1udies Department, was chosen because of her
research in intcr-communily relations.
In an cffor1 to sol idi fy 1heir commi1mcn1 for belier relat ions,

KAGRO wen1 a step fur1her in
1993 and chose 1wo freshmen 10
receive four-year scholarships.
"More than half of our businesses arc in D.C., and since we are
among your communi1y, we would
like 10 understand and cooperate
wi1h you," former Secreiary General of KAGRO Hyong Kile said.
Kile is currently the education
direc1orofThe Korean Associa1ion
of the Greater Washington Area.
The associat ion cecently worked
with the Southeasl Minister Association to host a workshop commemora1ing the life of the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
While serving on Mayor Sharon
Prall Kelly's task force on AfricanAmerican relations, Ba'N ikongo
conceived ways of diffusing conOict between both groups.
"I suggested 1ha1 Asian businesses needed 10 reach out 10 1he
African-American communily and
put somelhing back into ii because

it is the basis for 1heir wealth,"
Ba'Nikongo said.
Based on 1he recommendalions
of Dr. Ba' Nikongo and Dr. GwangJub I-Ian, a Korean-American professor in 1he School of Communications, Chad Clinlon and Tencshia
Guy were awarded lhe scholarships
at a Dec. 5 ceremony.
Ci inion, a broadcast journalism
major from D.C., believes he won
the award because he did no1 fall
prey to the pitfalls, such as drugs
and violence, which face so many
urban youth.
" I was awarded the scholarship
because of the area I live in and the
fact 1ha1 I slayed out of 1roublc. In
01her words. I bca1 the odds," Clinton said.
Dr. Ba'Nikongo also advised
African Americans to follow 1hc
Asians' example and build businesses of their own.

by performing for studenls and
creating an in1eres1 in wri1ing
among black children.
YAWA is also planning a reforma1ory program with Lorton
inma1es. This outreach will build
a relationship between prisoners
and s1udcnts and creale an understanding between these tolally different worlds, the founder
explained.
This partnership will also give
1he prisoners a chance 10 express
themselves, exchange 1houghts and
share their writings with other writers.
"We 're working hard to become
known 1hroughou1 the community

because we have a 101 of
burning to gel OUI. YAWA b-:,
po1cn1ial to be an ins1rumen11
black communi1y from •
unknown talent can be disoo,
and nur1ured.'' Wiley added
On Feb. 10. YAWA will!,,
alternalive program 10 Vale.
Da} enlitlcd ··Black Ero
Black-o n-Blac k Love,' la
YAWA 1radi1ion, the show"11
1ure erotic prose and romanticy
ry.
The next YAWAmeeting
held Wed. Feb. 9, in 1hc
Blackbum Univer..i1y Ccntet,
142 at 7 pm.

Howard Law School
celebrates anniversat1•
Law Schoot from Al________ _ _~

"ivly coming 10 Howard Law School has given me a ,ens:
social responsibility," Moat said.
One rccen1 trend in public seniimcn1 has been a growing dis·
for lawyers, and s1at istics show 1ha1 law school arc churning
more lawyers than 1he field can handle. Ye1 I Iowa rd alumni.,
thal !here is st ill a need for more minori1y advocates 10 bring at
social justice because 1hcir numbers remain disproporiio~•
low.
·•we arc not over inunda1ed wi1h lawyers of color al all. lo I
r;
we need more African-American lawyers," National Vice-Pre,i'
C:
C,
of Alumni Affairs Donald A . Thigpen Jr. said.
Ano1hcr famous Boward law graduate, D. C. Mayor Sharon
Kelly, rei1era1cd lhc need for graduates of 1he Law SchOi
enhance the quali1y of life for all African Americans.
" If anyone has any questions abou1 1he urgency lawym•
again being 1he instruments of social change and socia l jus1ice
you need do is look around 1oday and sec the challenge, ir.
communi1 ics, the web of violence," Mayor Kelly sa id .
In an era of increasing socia l ills, 1he legacy of producing l<i
who will be at lhc forefron1 of the s1rugglc con1inues at 1he ,cl
Current s1udents say they chose to a11end Howard over .
prcs1igious universities because it would train 1hcm 10 rebuilJ ·
African-American community.
" I was acccp1cd at Harvard, 10 six law schools, but I chose Hoofor a reaso n- I have to make a difference," said Udy Ubi
Presidenl of 1hc Board of Governors of 1he Studen1 Bar Associa
Andrea Williams, alumna and a staff auorney al 1he Ft
Communications Commission, believes Howard more tl
adequately prepared for career in law.
"'."'Y legal cd uca1ion from Howard is just as good ,I
education from Harvard, Yale or Georgetown if not bell•
Williams said.
According to 1hc Dean of 1he Law School, Henry Rams1•'
and 01her alumni, the Law School has not on ly had a profound if:
,
8
on t_he stude nts who have passed through its halls, bu1 on 1hegrt11
soc1e1y.
J,
"Everybody in America has been made more free as a result l}
the work, id eas, courage, energy of 1he masses of gradun1es, lac ty
and deans a1 1he Howard Univcrsi1y School of Law," Dean Rafi!! w
sa id.
Currenlly, lhe Law School is receiving an SS million d' at
face lifl and plans to expand i1s law library in 1hc near r,r,, 0
according to Tedd Miller, the Assistant Dean and DirecN
Admissions.
J,
The Law School which began only as a depanment on Ho"' u,
ma111 campus, 1oday has an ent ire campus of its own. As tiH w
century nears, 1hc admin islration plans 10 keep buildingo•
s trong foundation laid by Mercer.

..
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- Local panhandler talks of handling life on the street
jl!Slle Harris

~Slaff Writer
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,,r.e.,tcr Hc,ter is a man many of
inow or have seen. There are
n, of pc-oplc like him. He is in
-,iliar businc,-,, and whether rain,
:orsnow, he i,on the job trying
Jlc adollar.
1<>l~r i, a 39-ycar-old homeless
•ho panhandle., to survi\'C, For
,c31'. t Ic,ter has been homele!>.~
on the: ,1ree1s of the District.
,.,J iJ1 wrinkled dirt) beige panL,,
I 1)11. IXl0b, a thin greenish pckct
1~om green and white knit cap.
J«.1 the street, have had on

! lester is apparent.
Underneath the clothes and dirt arc
traces of an attractive mandistinguished features arc hidden
behind ,1 rough beard. But begging
for hours in the cold. improperly
drcs.~d. has taken a toll on l lcster s
looks.
. I lester ·s territory i~ the parking lot
m front of McDonald s Restaurant on
Georgia Avenue and Barry Place. He
asks strangel'!i for spare change at
random. A laid off hou~ parnter,
llestcr is never impolite. In fact. he
is quite mannerable. Whether or not
pt,'Ople .i:ivc him money. he always
s:ays "God bless you,' "thank you

sister" or "thank you brother."
Hester. who 1s a schizophrenic,
probably scares many people. He has
a nervous condition which causes
him 10 twitch involuntarily and
spontancouslv blurt out words. He is
disabled and nopes to get a disability
check each month Crom the building
company that laid him off. For now,
Hester resorts to panhandling during
the day, as a means to survive, ancl
sleeping in a homeless shelter at
night.
l -Iestcr is only one of an estimated
three million homeless people in
America. according to a survey taken
bv the Ccm;us Bureau in 1990.
·
"I have family in this area,
, . . - - - - - - - - - - - . but I have to ,h:cp at a ~helter
up on 7th ~trcet because they
-a.
won't take me in," he said.
According 10 a I990 article
in the National Review, it is a
common trend for homeless
people to be estranged from
their families.
Panhandlers get a mixed
reaction from society. Being
approached by panhandlers,
particularly on Georgia
Avenue. is an all too famir.ar
experience for most Howard
students and a familiar si!!,ht
10 store and resta urant

his
uch
ln1-

managers.

Many students struggle
with the idea of giving money
to (lanhandlers because they
feel as if they arc bei ng
hu,tlc<l. But some take the
risk and give money.
"Half of the time I give

Students pass by a familiar Wonder Plaza panhandler.
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What d o you do when a
panhandler approaches you
and a sk s y ou for money?
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"I sav ·No'
because I d~n 'I

Monday, Jan. 31

Student Leadership Seminar Part I I
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Armour J. Blackburn Reading Lounge

AIDS Awareness Table
Armour J. Blackburn
Ground Floor

Tuesday, Feb. 15

Wednesday, Feb. 23

Jazz and Poetry Extravaganza with special
guests

Awake Lecture Series: Kwame Tore

ATTENTION
Applications are now available in the

··t would help
them. es~cially
if I feel 11 is their
onh· means of
sun•ival."

"I just walk away.
I always assume
that they arc
going /,0 buy
drugs.

OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTMTIES
Blackbum Center, Suite 117

for the position of

Jerry Witcher
Accounting
Jun ior

Nikeslm Joh nson

--

Nursing

Junior

"It depends on
who it i~. Some
people h:iv~ it
clown to science
where they don't
need the money.
If they look like
they need
ass,stancc, I
usually find out
what u is for and
Qive it to them.
But it usuall y
depends on the
situation."

, se of

st rust
1g out
agree
about
1ately

.-

"Sometimes I give
money and
sometimes I don't.
It usually depends
on the way I feel
that day. But I
usually give
money 10 those I
sec everyday."

fact,

sident

l

Georgia Ave nue panha ndle r near Wonder Plaza

Saturday, Jan. 29

Nomian Cos
Architecture
Freshman

,ill be
our J.
room

I

money.
•
Sophomore Chrislina GilmO(C.
gave a dollar to a panhandler m
Adams Morgan and he vehemcatly
told her she could have given him
five dollars. After th is incident~
Gilmore chose to contribute money,
only to organizations 1ha1 help the.
homeless.
Chuck McDuffie, a senior
majori ng in commu nications:
stopped giving panhandlers money.'.
He said ibey would often go to the•
liquor store to spend their money.:
Now, he giv~s them a religious track.:
"A dollar 1s only temporary, but
Christ is ctemal," he said.

HUSA Schedule

attention to them
because I really
don't have
moncv to give to
1hcm.''

Adrienne Beverly
Electrical
Engineering
Sophomore

·y

for the stores and restaurants on
Georgia Avenue.
"Sometimes it effects business
when [panhandlers] go to the guc.st
tables and ask them tor change: fi also
causes problems with how to manage
the restaurant." Taco Bell Manager
Darren Gorham said. Taco Bell has
a no soliciting policy.
On one occasion, Gorham had to
call the police because a panhandler
was trying to sleep in the bathroom
and refused to leave. Later, the
panhandler told Gorham he was just
trying to stay wami.
Past experiences with panhandlers
keeps some students from giving

" I pa)' no

ha\'e any money. I
pay my own bills
and I make do
with the monc)
that I have.-·

>st an
tine ·s
ica 1 the
11 feapoct-

change, but I can usually look at
some of them and tell that they are
runni ng a scam,'' Senior Steve
Howaro said. Howard, a civil
engineering major, said he has seen
many of Ifie same panhandlers on
Georgia Avenue since his freshman
year.
Other students give mone,Y
depending on the panhandlers
approach.
·•t give them change most of the
time if I have it in my pocket. But if
they arc loud and crazy acting I do not
give it 10 them,'' Cheryl Sciblcs. a
1unior psychology major said.
Se iblcs added she 1s more
sympathetic of older panhandlers
because she feels the younger ones
should be able to get :1 job.
Allison Crawford, a prospective
mecl ica l student, g ives money
depending on the situation.
"If I have change and a person is
respectful, I will give them the
money, because I have no problem
helping someone in need." she said.
Despite the generosity some
I toward students extend to
panhandlers, I lester docs not make a
lot of money per day.
With his hands dug deep in his
pockets, Hester con1inucs to tell his
s109..
·t don't make that much moner,
at all. I only make about S20 a day,·
he s:aid.
Observing him, one can sec he
irritates many people as they ~riskly
walked past him cnoosmg to ignore
his request for change.
Panhandlers can cause problems
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Ka ren
Roquemore
E lect rkol
Engineering
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Technician
Graduate
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EDITOR - IN - CHIEF of the
1995 BISON YEARBOOK
1

If you are ready to meet the challenge, attend our
interest meeting

Tuesday, February 15

5:00 - 6:00 pm
Blackburn Center, Room 148 - 150
•

All interested cancudates should attend to gain
additional information regarding the application
process, qualifications, annual stipend, etc.

as an,.
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sey Jr.
I effect

,,rcater

SU 11 of

·acultY
:in1scY
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su.spccts. The co..!)C ha~ been turned over lO the Metropolitan
Police.

Davi~

• An unknown person fired ~, gun in Cook llall
'l' 11 11 :30 p.m. The bulle1 was lodged in the wall. The
un .1od rca'4.lO\ for the ~hol are unknown. 111c case
o,cr 10 lhc Mclropolilan police.

dollar
future,
:tor of

• .\n an,wering machine .1.nd a I toward Uni\'er,ily
adet were ,tolc n out of 3n office in the Burr
in. The door

•

was tcfl unlocked.

resident at Elon Towers Dormitory whncsscd rwo

taa1e, driving off in another rc,idenl 'scar. The car
"1harmed two hour.. Inter. There was no sign of the

Jan. 16 . Two individu:.'11~ :1ttending an event_ in the ~-foward
University J lolcl were a<saul1ed by a J!l3n with_ a kn,fe. The
\.'ictims were taken to How:ud University 1--fosp1tal for minor

APPLICATION DEADLINE

injuries.
Jan. 20 - A residenl of Drew lloll Dormil~r~ was robbed by
three unknown Black males. One of the mdw1duals had a gun

and 100k $248 from him. They ned WCSI on Gnc,ham. Pince.
The case has been aurned over to 1he Me1ropoh1an Police.
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GangstaRap
When I met you last night baby,
Before you opened up your gap.
I had respect for you lady
But now I take it all b:;ck.
·Cause you gave me all your p-y
And you even licked my b-ls
Leave your number on the cabinet
And I promise baby, I'll give you a call
Next time I'm feeling kind of horny
You can come on over and I' ll break you off
And if you can't f-k that day baby,
Just la)' back and open your mouth ...
From Snoop Doggy Dogg's CD,
"Doggy Sty le"
Music, that universa l language needed an
interpreter when young black men stopped singing
the blues. Instead of crooning over the microphone,
making ugly faces and lewd noises they began to
recite their lyrics poet ically.
This was yet another unique form of expression
from a race of people responsible for the birth of
everything [rom jazz to rock and roll . One rap told
more of a story than most albums: It 's like a jungle
sometimes it makes me wonder how I keep from
going under.
Now that violence is infest ing our communities
like a rampant plague, rap music is telling that story:
It's 1-8-7 on an undercover cop.
But that expression is not receiving the loving
embrace of a proud mother. Rather it is
cohtemptuoosly labeled "gangsta rap" and frowned
upon. It is said to glorify the violent side of life.
.The National Politica l Congress of Black Women
is in the forefront of the movement to remove
· "gangsta rap" from record stores and stop it from
being played on the radio. Nationwide women's and
re11gious o rgan izations stage protests because they
say this type of music encourages our youth to
commit crime.
However, is art not a reflection of life? Aren't
these young men telling the truth?
Walking through city neighborhoods black males
can be found servin' the curb: dope man, dope
man ... money up to here but unemployed.
Should these first-hand accounts be si lenced?
It is sad that these young brothers consider their
reality dismal and bleak. The protestor's focus
should instead be on changing the circumstance that

causes a black man to call his sister a bitch or a ho.
A young man should not have a gun (a gat) to rap
about. This society has allowed our communi ties to
dcsintegratc to this point and now they want the
products of this abuse to shut-up.
T he hours, days, weeks and months spent
protesting the music should be dedicated to auacking
the illness and not the symptoms.
The most sadden ing and well -known statistic
about our young men is that one fourth o[ them arc
currently or have been involved w ith the criminal
justice and prison systems. TI1e young men that arc
rapping about robbing (2 11), murder (1-8-7), drugs
(endo, chronic) and gang violence (set-trippin') are
arguably thal 25 perent.
Granted, certa in words are offensive and should
not be broadcast on the rad io when very young
children arc listen ing. However, parents and
protestors must realize their ·'babies" hear those
words on television or see them scrawled on
build ings. A more effective way to protect those
sensitive and impressinable ears wou ld be to listen
to the music with them. Tell them that some men
refer to women in a derogatory way and that it is not
acccptible. Also tell them some fema les carry
themselves in a way that docs not demand respect.
Let's spend those precious moments teaching our
African-American boys respect for women. Teach
them that promiscuity is wrong and dangerous for
th~m as well as for women. Teach young black girls
how to carry themselves in a mannff that demands
respect
The people that shun this music should realize
that Snoop Doggy Dogg is only coming to the
nation's ch ildren through the radio, television or
compact disc player. Real life drug dealers and
gang-bangers are an immediate threat to the leaders
of tomorrow.
Parents need to sit down and teach their children
values that will protect their offspring from the
clutches of evil that roams our city streets. Youth
should not be sheltered and ignorant but armed with
knowledge of the violence and drugs that runs
rampant in our neighborhoods.
"Bitch" and ·'motherf-ker" won't creep through
the airwaves and magically turn young people into
drug dealers and killers, but a lack of supervision and
guidance will.

To be the best
Most football, basketball and baseball fans wou ld
rarely imagine figure skating as big business in
terms of ath letes making big bucks. But the skaters
may know different. They may not make as much
as a baseball player, but they can make a pretty good
living out of skat ing. They also can make
commcrcia I endorsements, but they won't be as
lucrative as the endorsements from basketball
players.
It appears that a figure skater's passionate goal
is to become an Olympic gold medalist. Being a gold
medalist in the Olympics means being the best in the
world. The recognition is there, although large sums
of money won't be given as prize money; only a gold
medal is given.
Three weeks ago, figure skater Nancy Kerrigan
was struck with a metal baton causing a severe bruise
and a badly strained knee. The man who alleged ly
attacked Kerrigan was Shane Stant, who supposedly
worked for Jeff Gillooly and Shawn Eckardt, Tonya
Harding's ex-husband and bodyguard respectively.
Tonya Harding is Nancy Kerrigan's teammate on
the United States Figure Skating team. So far. With
Shane Stant, Shawn Eckardt and Jeff Gillooly all in
this alleged conspiracy attack on Nancy Kerrigan,
the mastermind behind 1his conspiracy obviously

leads to Tonya Harding.
The day before Kerrigan's attack was the figure
skating national championsh ip. Kerrigan wasn't
able to compete because of her injury, but she is still
able to compete in the Olympics next month. Tonya
Harding won the national title that Kerrigan was
favored 10 win. Coincidence?
Right now, Harding has not been arrested for the
attack on Kerrigan, but tha1 doesn't stop the public
from speculating about the role Harding played in
the attack. Did Hardi ng know anything about the
attack? Did she have any clue'/
1\vo people, Harding's bodyguard and her exhusband were involved in the attack. They were
close to Harding. and they knew Kerrigan wou ld be
Harding's toughest competition in the quest for an
Olympic gold meda l.
Without Tonya Harding, what did the coconspirators have to gain in the attack on Nancy
Kerrigan?
If Harding gets convicted of the attack, it will be
a storyline of''the jealous athlete goes through great
lengths to get what she wants." It isn't about
practicing and working hard to be your best, but
doing anythi ng possible to be the best, and this is
exactly what Tonya Harding is accused of doing.

Letter to the E·d itor:
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Howard's off-campus shuttle buses should "v
have run on theMartin Luther King Holid· ~
To President [Franklyn G. ]
Jenifer and th e Howard
University Administration:
It is a once-in -a- lifetime
event to sec a president of the
Unit ed States speak at one 's
school , in this case, President
Clinton at lloward on the King
lloliday That is why I am
angry and disappointed that the
Admini stration did 1101 think
about the s1udcnts living in offcampus ho using who might
have wanted to share in the
experience. Because it was a

legal ho Iida), the shuttl e buses
were not running, and because
of
the
frigid
weath e r
conditions,
it
was
an
improbable idea to walk to
campus. Not only would it have
been dangerous, but
it
would've taken at least 20
minutes. if thnt.
I believe that if special
events arc going to occur on
campus during holidays, shuttle
buses should run at least every
hour. If the Administration
doesn't care about stud e nts
living in off-campus dorms, it
should not advertise about

I•

ability to be racist. Their arguments
follow the nawcd logic that only the
group in "power" can exert such a
force as racism, an absurd notion
indeed.
Most afrocentrists consider
nickel-and-dime Korean merchants
racist because of their differential
treatment of black customers. The
question is, since Korean merchants
arc far from being the group in
''power," how can they be
considered racist? TI1is is one of the
many examples of hypocrisy in the
afroccntric way of thinking.
A major aim of Afrocentricity is
to indoctrinate our children with
this hodge-podge of foolishness by
way of afrocentric education. This
is something that concerns us a great
deal. The afrocentrists seek to teach
math, science, English and history
from their twisted point-of-view.
Well, I have news for them. Math,
science and English arc immune to
the emotional subjectivity that
afrocentrists purport. 1\vo and two
will always equal four, E w ill
always equal MC2 and uumba
kabuumba will never be deemed
standard English no matter how
much the afrocentrists persist.

History is and should always be
open to debate however, but a line
must be drawn when afrocentric
educators invent historical figures,
misinterpret occurrences and
sometimes outright lie about history
all in futile attempts to develop selfesteem in black children. I suggest
they find another approach.
I call upon afroccntrists of
Howard to do some soul-searching.
Please realize tha t you arc a
negative clement of this University
and the vast majority of us students
have had enough or your empty
rhetoric and low substance.
I call upon the student body of
Howard to be mindful of this loud
but shallow clement especially in
the upcoming HUSA elec1ions. Do
not allow us to be disgraced by two
mo re or these puppets for yet
another year. The image and destiny
of Howard is in our hands. Let's
embrace truth, decency and intellect
ra1her than the type of
ridiculousness that abounds at the
present.
Tyro11e Picke11s Jr. is n j1111ior
majori11g i11 history.
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Use of afrocentricity is shallow and destructive
We all know that the recent
embarrassment Howard University
experienced at the MLK celebration
was at the hands of the current
HUSA admin istra tion. The
nonsense that took place there was
indicat ive or a larger problem,
however, because it 100k place in
the spirit of that ever-looming
spectre that exists at Howard Afrocentricity.
What is Afroccntricity? The term
was coined by Dr. Molcfi Asant i of
Temple Universi ty. Asanti
published a book on the subject in
1987 wherei n he described
Afroccntricity as "understand ing
the condition of African peoples in
a historical context." Since then i1
has become a catch-all 1erm that
encompasses everything from dingy
fashion to historical revisionism and
child indoctrinalion.
T his new variant of
Afrocentricity exists only to mask
the anger, resentment and insecurity
that many underachieving blacks
harbor. It even goes so far as to
legitimize black racists like Leonard
Jeffries and Louis Farrak han,
although few afrocentrists would
admit that blacks even have the

~
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PERSPECTIVES

School segregation: To be or not to be?

\llnning '.\!arable

:s

High ~chools in the northern
major cities such as Chicago or St.
Louis
frequently
denied
admission to African-American
students at least up to the Gr~at
Dcprcs;ion. Older textbook~.
which had been used for a b
white students, which w!r~,f~le~
with outdated and even r
information, were dis1~ii,:~o~~
black clcmcnlary and secondary
school children 131a k h · h
schooh when ll;cy did , i.~,
f
·,
ex 1 ,

h
•1 • t d
·
}~~m ~~: :is~~~ ~f l~l~toc~ty
social ·ustice arlicul~ed y nd
MartinJ Luther King Jr /~ ~r.
c-' -1R. h M
· n
c
i~tn a~!d!~ico;:,~~~;~1-92 66
f II Af .
.'
1
~~:~~~:s°aid 7 /~~~;~~ c;;c~~
.
'.
L~~~~1in~~~d~l~orit~~e1 rn
,'r,his
wa/ the Y h/gi~~i
. ·
r b.
~
conccn1rt.1~0~ oh llac_k pcoplle m
scgrega e sc oo s in near y a

· ·
One cxamp_lc ?f the C?nl1~uing
burden of racial i~equahty m_ our
:~hools/s f?u nd 111 ~?nnccllcul,
e na ion s wea 11 •~ st st alc.
~~day. :~e ~n~~~met l~d14~ of
nn_cc icu s
sc 1~ i~tncts
rp:~:~f
whi~. w,t~SO
.0
ncan- mencan
:md Lat mo students conce~trated
~nys/~1 pe;~cn~
a~I. s~l~i~I
· · e s. s O c O c~.
~.
lliarlford._ the state capital and
argest clly had 93 I percent

of the state·s total public school
enrollment.
Fornearly 30 years. there were
efforts
lo
dcracia lize
Connecticut's public schools .. In
1966, a voluntary descgrcgallon
plan .c~ll.ed "Pro~cct Concern"
was rnlliatcd, with 266 black
inner-city students 1ranspo~1ed
Cinto the while suburbs. PrOJCCt
onccrn sent counse lors lo
answer the questions of black
parents
whose
children

·£1i:~t{;~~~~

s1re_e1 for black children into the
while suburbs perpetuated the
il lusion that integration in the
classroom was ident ical with
acad~mic excellence. It did
not lung to transform the
curriculum or dynamics of
learning.
In April 1989, Civil Rights
proponents filed a lawsuit on
behalf of Han ford's black school
children. Sheff v. O'Neill
h
·
I
J'
c •

~~Ycfifi:~~tf'i~~~~~c~I;\~~;~

~c~~~;~~;~~;ilb!t~~~~!7ef~

~i~~i:/a~[~is::~/id~:~nb~1~~~

i~~~ii~odc~~1J~:n~~Jia;.~t~~

~~~~~/~.~~i~ii1!riiJ~~.a;~~i~

which separated th~
i~ term~ of 1cach1:rs
1
1
•. lnmanySouthemsiatc.s
g. •
. ' .•
:iptnt~.~~~ra~~p;t ;:'\~
~D" 1c
su n
<'\II to one, or even greater.
'1 tc.chers would nonnally
,c one•halt or one-third the
1 SJla;ie, of white public
ltcac ers.

!n the biological sciences was
m~dequa1eandoftennonexistcn1.
1i~ harff~/urprising 1ha1 wit!1in
e .. o
Crow lctn'.ng
nvir. nmcnt many A nc,111~n~en~_n ~!~dent~ lagged behind
I eir w lie counterparts.
We ~re fre9uc1~1ly 10I~ that Jim
Crow cd~ca.11~11 1s a. lhrng of the
pa_s1. ?u'. ,t ~ccently :~leased study
by. the I l,11,ard _ProJcCI on School
Desegregation illustrates how far

Michigan,
Maryland, New
Jersey. Connecticut, Tennessee
and ~labama .. Th 7 lowest
proporuon of w~utes Ill sc~ools
attended by Afncan Americans
was found in Ne"". York Slate.
Gary Orficld. the chief researcher
in tl~e . Harvard P~ojc_ct,. was
pess1m1M1c abu!. his ~•~d1_ngs.
~rficld declared: The c!v1I ngh_ts
impulse tr~m the 1960s 1s dead 111
the water.

f:~t\~'t ~:~t~n;~~h1?:u:~~::r~~
fundi~ • . ,
'
Butgproblems surfaced almost
immediately. Projecl Concern
soon encountered 12 severe
budgetary problems. By i'he late
1970s Project Concern reached
1.175 ·children in 12 grade;. But
hy 1992. its enrollment had fallen
10 680 children. Critics correctly
called ii an example of racial
"tokenism." Creating a one-way

fquahty
wil l rcqu_1rc
a
.undamcnrnl ~hangc in how
f.~f~~f~~o~f ~1 ;;,:~:~~d;e~ir~
into predominantly minority
schools The ursuit of r- c·at
cqualit/ must be waged i~I ~~r
public schools
·
Dr. Manning Marab/(' is a
professor ofhistory and political
science at Columbia University.

,.

alhe era of Brown v. Board
Education, the landmark
me Court decision of May
~~hichlinally_~bo~ish_cd t~e
~te but equal prmc1ple m
public schools, liberal
-or, and social reformers
~
.,j1h~llim
Crow segregation
I designed to perpetuate
Iii\
;hiir century 3PO the most
f9 '
r :
1
1
?e,~!i~:i~~
,;JQI\S

t ::'!:'t~i~~/~~~t~}

:~

9fif.:ttt
i\

scho~ls were.r 33\ \~~cc~~
nonwhite. But ihc racial
percentages in . Hartford's other
s u~u~bs' pu?hc schools wen:
s tnkmg ly different: only 7.6
perc~nt nonwhite students in
New111gton, 6. 7 percen1 in
Wethersfield, 17.2 percent in
West Hartford, and 8.3 percent in
Glast~nbury. Statew_idc. AfricanAmerican and Lall no students
comprise more than one-fourth

►

The ''insanity'' of the Bobbitt trial
11haan Prewitt

r.nally the Bobbitt case is all sewn
10 run intended). Lorena Bobbitt
, found not guilty by reason of
llllit) last week.
There can be no other cxcu,e but
II) 10 cut off a man's peni,, no
•r bo\\ m O\ times she was raped
11en h) her husband. There is just
line of excuse for that kind of
,ior as one man said in a televised
t::,iew, after the not guilty verdict
rmhcd fo r Bo bbill.
Bobbin will be ,pending at least 45
11 a hospital 10 be evaluated for
111eo1al illness she may possibly
:. and after the 45 days are up the
c:or, who evaluate her will determine
er ,he is mentally sane or not.
rdrn~ 10 an article in The
k~ton Post. she could remain
~ncd lo a mental institution for the
of her life.
. t athis is 10 be a victory for abused
nt Cl 111 on
. .
Tw
h rd
·:o. 1t 1s not a complete one.
0
5
0 1
ay · '' ago. when John Bobbiu was
•r us.
:dnot guilty for his alleged crime of
'IOone questioned his sanity. Well,
Meridian ,l'C it was hard 10 prove what he
1
·bisestranged wife, but when his
•~, in session were there any
oo, about his mental status?
\former Marine, John Bobbiu was

ld

iday

unemployed, and Lorena was working
at a beauty shop when they were
married-when he was (allegedly)
abusing her. It could have been possible
that Lorena Bobbiu supporting the two
of them might have made him jealous
enough 10 where he became abusive,
thus affecting his mental state.
If this is also 10 be a victory for
abused women, how many women will
it take 10 be found insane. before they
can actually be found sane for striking
back at their assai lants? In the trial.
Bobbiu was cons id ered insane when
she hacked off her husband's penis,
whether or not it was an offense or selfdefense depending on whose side of the
Bobbitts one may take, but what abou1
shooting an assai lant? Would the
women victims s1ill be found guilty in
a trial if they arc found sane, or not
guilty but insane?
11 ·s loo early to predict that resulting
from this trial more women who fall
victim to their assailants will str ike
back with a gu n or a butcher knife.
Men who continue to abuse women
better beware, if they aren't already.
And men who would even think abou t
being abusive should think again.

'WOMEN Of' AMERICA-11''5 NOT "IA\. IC.\OV&
"'lOIJNO\N<:, __ 'jO\J'I\£
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Basltaa,1 Prewitt is lite Editorial Editor
of The HILLTOP.

Who has the right to ban 'gangsta' rap?

s,

STAFF ,

ACE AND

,Es MusT

,i£ws oF
,s1Tv. 1Ts

·c many of you reading
rulare aware that many
i!1ons such as San
i's
KBLX.
San
•KSJL and New York's
lLIB have adopted
nning music from their
• containing lyrics that
·sider "derogatory,
r misogynist." Los
kas adopted simi lar
11 KACE and Power
, National Political

Congress of Black Women
recently
sponsored
a
demonstration in front of the
downtown Washington, D.C.,
location of The Wiz, a music
store.
They urged store
employees 10 remove any music
the organization felt offensive off
shelves. My response 10 their
protest: Who cares?
I realize that many women are
insulted by certain rap lyrics, but
that doesn·1 mean they shou ld try
to slop me from hearing my
music. This is exactly what will

happen if music is taken off the
store she lves and airwaves.
Opinions expressed on the Oprah
Winfrey Show degrade men, but
you don 'I sec men holding a
campaign to ban the woman ·s
show. Dru nk driving and
consumption of alcohol by minors
arc more serious issues affecting
us today. Does this mean alcohol
should be abolished? Hell no!
If there is a ··bad word" or
offensive phrase in a song, radio
s tations can just bicep it. They
don't need 10 throw the whole

song away. Suppose you have a
car and two tires need aligning;
arc you going 10 get rid of the car?
As far as the is;,uc of young
kids buying exp licit songs is
concerned. I believe that there
should be an age limit when it
comes 10 purchasing rap music.
More importantly, parents need 10
take belier care of their children
by raising them right. Bad
influences arc always going to
exist. If kids have a strong moral
background, they shou ld be fine.
And yes, I know, all children

don '1 have parents who can keep
:111 .:ye on them all the time. If that
is the case. rap music is the least
of their problems.
I am not a child. I don ·1 need
radio stations. 'politicians, socalled black leaders, angry
parents, ·'degraded" females or
society in general lo dictate to me
what is degrading or wrong. I
make my own decisions. Many
things in this world arc not meant
for children. Many things can be
interpreted as offensive lo
someone. Does this mean it

should all be banned?
Today tl1ey tell you what music
you shouldn 'I hear. Tomorrow it
could be about what you watch. or
what attire is appropriate to wear.
Maybe, they'll go so far as 10 ban
the romance novels you like to
read or the dirty comedian you
think is funny.

"Jay,. is a strulent i11 the School
of Business.

-- ro'Ward doesn't deserve to be called ''Mecca''

~hirt slogans have been
hionable since the I960's.
=----ii ~y blossomed all over the
Isa great way of protesting
g4erm basis or just a way
ig frustrations. Tee-shirt
lit also used to promote
ant
~-.e various interests and
!he public.
lito r
lben I came 10 Howard
i for the first ti me and
.!cnts wearing sweat shirts
'illins promoting Howard
lrccta, 1was amazed. I was
~ because I had jus t
~cd a nerve racking
~ce with Howard's
~ion just 10 get a s imple
41n done regarding
!In. There was no sense of
bi~yed by most of the
fL.;;1 I had 10 deal with.
lllcre was a display of
I altitudes. lack of
Dd no opportu nity for
I

I· !ceca" symbolizes 1he
or the place 10 which

===- \

everyone is aspiring to go. If
anyone would take the time 10
listen to some of the horror stories
that people had to tell regarding
encounters with some of the
members of the staff of Howard
University, I am sure that they
would not want 10 truthfully
describe Howard University as the
" Mecca" of anywhere.
I would like lo see the "manual"
that is used 10 train some these
peop le who arc at the service
windows in the administration
building. Nol even government
workers have the kind of
tremendous success in aggravating
people like some of these service
clerks. Students who live outside
the District, or even out of the
country have even a harder time.
Some of these people arc told
by the University that their housing
and other amenities arc in place,
only 10 arrive and find that there is
no such thing. Some have come 10
find that there is no housing, and
have to try to slay with friends for
the first part of the semester
because they have no other choice.

Theo to add the proverbial insult to
injury, students from another
country have 10 pay a SO percent
surcharge after such indecent
treatment.
The beginning of every semester
carries the same story: problems
with registration, students being

We, as students,
also adq to oµr
own d~m1s..e when
w.ekm1ss. classes1
s h 1r as~1j!llments
. and are
d1sres.pecttul to
eacfi other.
ill-informed and misinformed by
the adm inistrative staff, tuition
money held up because of some
incorrect action o n the part of the
administrative staff, and yet we
the students arc in formed by a
notice on a dilapidated piece of
paper that we are the most
important people in the institution.
That is the biggest farce I have
heard si nce hearing that Jesse

Jackson has succeeded Dr. Martin
Luther l{jngJr. as the most p0si1ive
black leader in the United States.
The parody of the Mecca does
not stop with the administration.
One anends a University in pursuit
of academic truth, as said by a
favorite professor of mine .
However, there arc some
instructors al Howard, who have
absolutely no interest in pursuing
the truth. One is strained to want
to ask what kind of salaries do
some o( these instructors get, and
why they do such shoddy work.
For some of these instructors
there is no striving for excellence,
no s truggle to stick 10 being
thorough and no ball le lo anain and
maintain high standards. Part of
the result is that instead of seeing
a I loward University that is the
training ground for our young
minds, alas, it is bccomi ng the
graveyard of untouched and
unt.1pped ideas. So, again, I say
from my vantage point that
Howard is the Mecca of nothing.
We, as students, also add 10 our
own demise when we miss classes,

shirk assignments and are
disrespectful 10 each other. Every
campus should have a positive
culture. but there arc those that
have a negative counter culture as
well. Howard's counter culture is
rapidly catching up with the
positive culture on the campus and
as students that is our doing. We
spend more time trying to cheat
and circumvent the educational
system. rather than studying and
going to class. We believe in
begging, rather than earning a
grade. and we frown at people who
work and toil to get ahead. May
God have mercy on us as an
institution.
We can wear the Tee-shirts and
sweat shirts proclaiming that
Mecca image of Howard
University all we want, but on the
inside we arc an institution that is
self-destructing. We have no one to
blame but ourscl"cs. None of the
aforcmcnl ioned vices arc a result
of white dom ination or any such
thing. The aforementioned vices
are a result of our own indiscipline,
lack of self-worth, lack of self-

respect and down right laziness.
So why am I staying here if I
feel this way? I stay because there
is such a powerhouse of potential
in this institution, that if half of it
is ever tapped, it could change the
very heart of school and the
community. I stay because there
arc still some good administrators,
professors, instructors and students
here who will not allow the
destruction af this great institution
take place.
Those of you who arc willing
to take on this challenge. please do.
Do your part as a worker,
administrator, lecturer or student
with excellence and help 10 really
make us the Mecca, not just of
b lack universi ties but all
universities.

"l.ooka ,. the awhor :~ pseudonym,
is a sophomore majoring in 7Y
production.
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-. PROTEST PERSPECTIVES
King Holiday demonstration was needed
In the Editorial section of the Jan.
'lissUCofThe HILLTOP, an article
; titled"Right time to protest?" It
~- 1 criticism of student
~:mment leaders who rallied in
· n of the ,cndor~ on Sixth
~ The author characterized this
1-.ent i,suc as whether or not
~(;lltS"ill be "able to buy potato

Terri R. Wade
•ip,•O front of the Administration
: ,.ding." A shallow statement
:his this is the evidence that the
\or of that editorial is not
•~:pi<tel)' a"arc of all of the issues
rrounding the protest. /\,
--odtntofthc Howard University
,Acnt AS>OCiation, it is my duty
,iplainallofthc event~ that took
,teon and priorto Monday, Jan.

.
I

Gnenonly a \\eck's notice, the

vendors on Howard's campus were
forced to close up shop by Jan. 10.
It is the concern as well as the
responsibility of HUSA 10 deal with
issues that affect the students.
Vendors supply Howard students
with many items that they otherwise
would not be able 10 afford. They
are black entrepreneurs who have
become a vital part of Howard's
campus. When their presence was
threatened and students began
complaining. I IUSA took action.
The vending issue was not
known by the majority of students
since the orders were given during
Christmas vacation. Even I was not
made aware of the proceedings that
were being handled behind the
students· backs. I did manage to
allcnd one meeting with
administrators which ended with
the same conclusion: Vendors must
leave Sixth Street. Fortunately. they

received an injunction from the
D.C. Federal government 10 extend
their stay 45 days.
The meeting I auended with
[Howard University President
Franklyn G.] Jenifer and other
administrator.; was not the first of its
kind. Time and time again we have
asked forthcirsupporl in improving
registration, housing prob lems,
shunlc bus addition. library hour
extension and the list goes on and
on. I would go into these meetings,
promises would be made and then
I would not hear from them. I grew
weary of trying to negotiate with
individuals who arc not trying to
negotiate with me. And now the
question has posed, " A right time
to protest'/"' My response to this is,
.. Whenever there is injustice
provoked upon our people - it is
the right time:·
The Friday before the King

Hol iday, hundreds of students
rallied in
front of the
Administration Building. Dr.
Jenifer refused to speak with us. It
was made extremely clear to
students and administration that if
we did not receive any feedback on
Friday [Jan. 14] then action would
be taken on Monday [Jan. 17].
Sunday evening HUSA staff and
volunteers went to each dorm 10
inform everyone of the protest.
Much enthusiasm was received
from students and no one
complained.
The Martin Luther King Holiday
celebration and President Clinton's
presence created a perfect
environment in which our voices
could be heard. It was not an intent
to embarrass the University but 10
prove to the administration that we
meant business. Too many times
our concerns have been overlooked

Other issues more pressing for protest
tcm\\adc
,ard University
.,,iation President

Student

,.at \ts. Wade:

rongra1ula1ion, on the '"Vending
quality of students'
, b11 rcmrned, now that my
-:tite Bison skull cap is on sale in
,•of the "A" building.

XI«)." The

~

,

•

Otesa Middleton
I belic,e you may have
-inJmtood my points in the
rial I Mote last week, "Right
. 10 Protest?" I am in full
1J1t uf 11!, ,cndon,. I lowcver.
N'la "'<41 ,hirt fil as well if it
1v.11:hl-.:d beside the Scho<•I of
.,...,or 10 front of it?
I a;rcc that vendors should be
1cimru, bur I loward University
tro and students) should
ca !-.I) in regulating their May
cithq thrive off of rhe traffic
,1111cr,it) provides. And if too
1 potential students and
· r.;arctumedawayby their
,cc in front of the
building, the

vendors livelihood suffers as well.
I lowevcr, I do not agree with
actions taken in the name of the
student body that do not accurately
rctlcct the student body's concerns.
I realize that it would be nearly
impossible for you 10 personally
ask every student his or her opinion,
especially since most upperclassmen live off-campus. That is
why I chose to share my views and
the views of other llilltoppers
through an editorial.
In the presence of the president
of the United States, could we have
not agreed on some major pressing
issues that affect the state of our
people around this nation and
around the globe: Where :ire the
1laitian< he promised he would let
into the country? Why docs Howard
,till have an astronomical
international ,1udcn1 surcharge'/
Why arc our youths able to obtain
more advanced weapon, than law
enforcement agents? Why arc our
males moving targets on our
nation·s streets? Why were only
two police officers sentenced for the
beating of Rodney King? How can
this be the richest country in the
world when every corner in its
capital is someone's makeshift

home? Why can a white man with
a high school diploma still cam just
as much and sometimes more than
an /\frican-/\mcrican man with a
college degree? Why docs a black
man have more of an opportunity 10
get into the penitentiary than into a
college or university?
When we have the allcntivc car
of the nation's president let's
confront him with issues, not
aucmpt 10 force our university
president into action . I can also
think of some issues that the entire
student body (your constituency)
would rally behind: a studentmonitored financial aid overhaul
and an accepted and published plan
of action for responding to faculty
evaluations. 10 name a few.
The article contained no personal
a11acks because my point of
contention wa, with your actions on
the King Holiday, not with you
personally. But I sec my·abhorrence
of name calling is nol shared since
you chose to call me and my staff
'"house negroes'" in a public forum
because of the editorial.
It baffies me how you can accuse
The HILLTOP of aucmpting to
divide the student body and then in
the same breath use the identical

term the slave masrers used to create
discord among our ancestors. Ms.
Wade. if you con~idcr The
IIILLTOP staff "house ncgrocs"
does that make the IIUSA
administration "field slaves?"
What was the difference between
the house and field slaves; were
they both not enslaved? Wercn 't
they both forced to perform acts
against their wills'? Wercn "t they
both abused by the system of
slavery?
This is how you refer 10 your
constituency?
You owe my staff an apology for
your unprofessional behavior. I
understand your contempt for the
editorial, but 10 use that as an excuse
to degrade the entire I IILLTOP sl.tff
was inappropriate.
When Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
spoke at Howard in I 966. he ,aid.
·'Bad men would shout tragic words
of hatred: good men must proclaim
the glories of love.''

and cast to the side. The students of
Howard University have rights and
deserve respect. Our patience had
been tried to the point of protest. It
was necessary in order to gain the
respect. cooperation and ACTION
of administration.
Obviously, our actions proved to
be successful. President Jenifer sat
down and negotiated with students
of the protest immediately after the
King celebration. II was agreed that
the vendors could stay on campus
until all issues had been resolved.
L1s1 Friday [Jan. 21 ), a follow-up
meeting was held in Cramton
Auditorium with, not on ly Dr.
Jenifer, but members of the Board
of Trustees a~ wcl I. All students
were invited. This was a chance for
all opinions 10 be voiced. As a
result, Dr. Jenifer signed our list of
demands
including
the
reinstatement of the waiver that

permits vending on Sixth Street.
Alas, protest reaps CHANGE!
The demonstration last Monday
may have stemmed from a local
issue but gained national attention.
II proved that Howard students
could 11ni1c for a cause and stand by
it. Moreover, it laid the groundwork
for future negotiations with
administration. Perhaps, now such
extreme measures will not be
necessary in order for our demands
to be met. l said this when I was
running for office and I'm still
saying it now, "THE STUDENTS
MUST BE HEARD!"

Terri R. \Vade is preside/II of tite
Haward U11iversity Sr11de11t
Associatio11.

Ho~e N",ic:ias \o 11\e le f½ or rn e,
~ ri'3ht of

ttoos(

Ni9gas \o

rne,

1-\0\J!,c

N'199as all arov()(! m c,

301~ d<>wt> ,down ,dowr,,

\

With Love.

Otesa Midd/eto11
editor i11 citief ofTite HILLTOP

HUSA tactics lacked respect
Clllngc the name of Howard?
·1crisa '"House Negro?'" What ·s
.":tccmmotion?...Oh. election
ixnustbecoming around. And it
111xompanied with the rhetoric
t.hmaof a failed administration
1:llClllllbent. Reginald X) seeking

Hkaion.

Derry A. Watkins
Edlam.--mcnt came and went
II>!! io the King Day observance,
m,g 10 Professor Al Freeman
ttl Terri Wade's '"interlude for
t:>kmic freedom." In actuality, I
'I DOI embarrassed at the fact that
rlm-ud University STUDENT
1-!0Ci!lion president stood up for
hcmsofSixth Street. but more
walled that she chose to do it in
middle of a tribute to King
~:tded b) the president of the
f-::d Sute~.
li<•!leltly, I like the Strawberry•

Kiwi Snapple just as much as 1hc
next student, but it is not worth
jeopardizing the hundreds of
millions of dollars allocated to the
University annually by Congress.
Furthermore, with the course-retake
policy paralyzing my G.P.A .•
vending was 001 exactly the most
pertinent issue to address at this
nationally televised ceremony.
Not only has the Wade
administration embarrassed and
disrespecttd the University. it has
likewise done so 10 Pre~ident
[Franklyn G.] Jenifer. By forcing
Jenifer into an arena of hostile
protestors,
snatching
the
microphone out of his hand and
scolding him like a child, Ms. Wade
showed him only a tenth of respect
that she demands herself. During
the spectacle, Ms Wade failed to
acknowledge her meeting with
President Jenifer prior to the protest.
in which they agreed to meet with all
concerned panics and give the

vendors a 40 day extension. Despite
the disrespect, President Jenifer
rounded up fellow members of the
Board of Trustees to meet with the
Wade administration and st~dents
again. only 10 be faced with the
same rowdy group of protestors in
yet another unorganized forum.
This makes me question if the
students who are participating in the
vendor protest have genuine
concerns about gelling anything
accomplished, or do they just want
10 call their friends at home to
announce that they cursed the
president of the University 10 his
face.
HUSA went as far as demanding
Jenifer 10 place the vendors on the
University Charter (which has not
been opened since 1867) and
changing the name of our institution,
You would think that the Wade
Administration and its disciples
realize that opening the charter could
give Congress the opportunity to

instantly shut the University do"n
or even increase white enrollment.
In addition, changing the name of
the University would involve
petitioning over 60.000 living
alumni and result in separating
ourselves from I26 years of history.
All of this may have been avoided
ifour HUSA president had ancnded
the meetings 10 address the issue
before the vendors were banned. A~
a student, I agree with our rights for
protest. However, I feel that we have
more important concerns. Although
my disagreement may include me on
Ms. Wade ·s list of " house negrocs,"
along with President Jenifer; The
HILLTOP editor. Otesa Middleton:
and anyone else who disagrees with
her, I would like to remind Ms.
Wade to judge not 'Jes ye be judged.

Derry A. IVarki,,l, is editor i11 citiefof
rite Biso11 Yearbook.

Is HUSA representing student interest?
We. a, students of Howard
t t:1il), are confused. On Friday,
11, I auended the speak out
,g in Cramton Auditorium.
GI was Howard University
IJanAs.~iation representatives
t::.nyolherstudcnts. The events
lrb)k place astonished me.

., Teri Patterson
71c HUSA president proceeded
~• list of demands that we as
llbdcnts supposedly agreed to
- wanted the Howard
~tion 10 comply with. Even
t'gli students are disgrunt led
.:'. their opinions not being
-ltd by the administration,

arc we not being controlled again?
When was a consensus taken that
we, as paying students, wanted to
change the name of this university?
When did "we" decide that the
founder of this school was not good
enough? People can use any reason
they like, but part of the reason that
we came 10 I loward was because of
prestige and the clout that the very
name carries.
It is true that I could have chosen
a white school for this same reason
but I did want to educate myself at
a black institution. This school does
not have 10 be named after a black
person to be considered an excellent
institution for black people and
people of other races.

The mention of other races
brings about yet another problem.
HUSA representatives also spoke of
cancelling minority scholarships for
white individuals. WHY? If
Georgetown proposed rhe same
idea we would be over there
pick;ting, right now. When did
"we" agree to this? Just as we arc the
minority al a predominantly white
schools, white people are the
minority here. We call our school
the "Mecca " which as our brother
'
Malcolm X discovered, un ites
people of all races as brothers and
sisters.
This lellcr is not 10 say that I
disagree with some of the problems
that HUSA raised at the meeting,

but I feel as though once again, our
opinions have been belillled and
our representation as students has
not been handl~d correctly.
Jfwearegoing1ora1seconcems
with the Howard Administration,
lei's talk about issues that we all
agree on su<:h as _the ':'alidation
process or fmanc'.al aid. If the
students are truly bemg represented
in this struggle, please do not leave
us ou_t. Show us the poll or rcsuhs
of this consensus so tbat we w,11
. .
know for a fact that maionty
actually rules.

Teri Pa11erso11 is a fresl,111011
111ajori11g i11 acco11111i11g.

Protest is always at the right time
During an event sponsored by
IVhite House at Howard
'tr;i1y's Cramton Auditorium,
made of students, vendors
ltnni led by HUSA president
~adc chose 10 protest. Last
I The IIILLTOP editorial
· l time 10 protest?" was
~ gin describing this event

Haki Halisi
University event, '·The
resident chose to aucnd
lustrious
school's

commemoration of Dr. King's
contributions to our struggle for
empowerment." To be clear, we
shou ld not recogn ize this as
Howard's commemoration of Dr.
King but rather Bill Clinton's. I
make no speculation as to why Mr.
Clinton chose Howard University
for this event, but I believe
intelligent people can judge for
themselves. What I want to know
is. when is the right time 10 protest?
We at Howard need to realize as
Dr. King once put it that "Justic~ is
ind ivisible. Injustice anywhere 1s a

threat 10 justice everywhere." Is
this issue of vend ing 100 small for
Howard students? Are those people
not worth fighting for? Or should
the student voice be heard on every
issue at Howard Universi ty? I
believe that intelligent people can
also answer these questions for
themselves. However, I want to
offer a word or com fort 10 l hose
who fell that Dr. King's
commemoration was ruined on
Monday, Jan. 17, 1994.
The truth is a celebration did
occur in Cramton; it happened

Protest followed MLK's spirit
If the commemorntion of the
work of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
was the essence of celebration in
Cramton auditorium Jan. 17. the
editorial staff of The HILLTOP
didn't notice it. Their editorial
"Right time 10 protest"" was opposed
10 the teachings of Dr. King. Dr.
King said he had never known of an
effective protest ever undertaken ~t
the right time.

Ken Robinson
The editorial was not simply
about studeqts "interrupting" the
MLK celebration. The overriding
navor of the article was the biller
aftertaste of plantation politics
lingering in 1994.
The piece says President Clinton
·'chose to aucnd this illustrious
school's commemoration of Dr.
King's contributions to our struggle
for empowerment." The HILLTOP
obviously didn't understand the
empty words they filled with ink
because they asked. "Right time to
protest."
When Dr. King put women and
children on the front ball le lines, his
aim was 10 embarrass the
establishment into dialogue with
those who wouldn't otherwise be
heard.
The thing about protests and
struggles which makes many wouldbe critics appear uninformed, is that
they arcn 'l as simple as they appear
lobe. ltsecmsTheMILLTOPdidn't
look deep enough into the vending
issue. They on ly scra tched the
surface by identifying more with the
prestige and clout associated with a
U.S. president coming 10 Howard
than the nature, politics and methods
of MLK's legacy of protest and
struggle.
Just as Rosa Parks didn't sit in
the front of a bus for conversation,
students didn 'l proteM for the ability
to buy "potato chips in front of the
administration building." The
principle behind the issue was
student representation in University

decisions which affect them. Many
students depend on the economical
food, various books and timely
umbrellas provided by the vendors.
That was taken from students by
officials without their input.
In addition, the administration laid
off vendors without giving them
notice. Had the vendors not sought
the extension, they would be without
jobs until the University decided
what regulations 10 impose, what
uniforms they should wear and how
much 10 charge them. It 's
reminiscent of those students who
can't get validated because the
University lost their financial aid.
They depend on that income and
then, like that, i1 disappears.
Underneath the potato chip facade
and presidential envy, many
students, paying students, were
dismayed that University officials
constantly failed to take their
concerns to heart. Believe it or not,
this lack of respect is the veiled
essence of MLK's protests and
struggles. Rosa Parks wasn't the
reason for the Civ il Rights
Movement. Potato chips weren't the
reason for the student protest on
MLKday.
"It would have been more
effective 10 si t down with the
vendors, students and the president,"
read The HJ LLTOP article. II was
ironic 10 sec the same page blowing
in the wind outside Cramton as
st udents, trustees, alumni and
administrators carried on the painful
process of communicating and
bonding with their "Howard
University family." By the end of the
session, rl\e opposing sides had
actually accomplished more in this
heated session than what I've seen
accompli shed between the two
groups in my three years. Dialogue
and action were the goals of MLK's
struggle, and judging by the
dialogue and action on that cold
January day, HUSA and students
picked the right time to protest!

when Terri Wade spoke 0111 in
protest, when a crowd formed
outside of Cramton with pickets
that asked, "W here arc the
vendors," and it happened when
Bill Clinton and the nation realized
that Howard students understood
- the man and the dream.
.
. ..
.
. . .
Ken Robi11so11 is a se11ior 111ajori11g
Ha~1_llal1S1_ 1s a se111or 111a1or111g 111
ill prilll jo11malism.
poltttcal sc1e11ce.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Last week's protests at the King celebl"!'t.ion over the vendor's "removal" from
Sixth Street and the meeting 011 Friday, Jan. 21 with adnnnistratoN and stlfdents, as well as 09
editorial in last ,ueek's HILLTOP prompted many letteN f1YJm students. Th,s commenta_ry pagf
focused exclusively on the varied uiews of Howard stud,mts abo1d tite ,nr,ch•debated issue.
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Upcoming Events for
Black History Month in
the D. C. Area

Tuesday, Feb. 1, 1994
Jazz for Lunch.
Charles Covington, a Baltimore-area pianist~
performs the music of Duke Ellington ana
other Harlem Renaissance fianists.
Place: National Museum o American Art
Time: 1 p.m.
For more information call (202) 357-2700.

Feb.3,4,5,1994
1

African-American ~irit.
A conference that a dresses the historical
roots of the African-American spirit and the
role it plays in the innovations and new
expressions created by African peoples to
outlast slavery and emanchJation.
Place: National Museum of American History
Times vary.
For more information call (202) 357-2700.

Feb.4,1994
Keynote Address by Noted Harvard
scholar Dr. Alvin Poussaint.
''Do Po~ Culture and Consumerism Promote
Youth Violence?"
Place: Hirshhom's Ring auditorium
Time: noon
For more information call (202) 357-4574.

~~-:-:----.,Former cr iminals fight street violence ]

.11

~

Peace and Justice. ·111e
group works wi1h other
organizations across the
United States, negotiating
and forming truces
between gangs, such as
the truce between the
Crips and the Bloods or
Los Angeles.
The Righteous Men
Commission has also
paved the way for other
self-help groups in the
African-American
community. RMC is lhe
parent organization ror
s uch groups as the
Sub~tancc
Abuse
Program. 1he Nationa l
Association for Exoffenders and the
Malcolm X Cullura l
Association. All or those
gruups promote unity
and teach young black
men 10 practice peace
rather than violence.
RMC also inves1iga1es
possible crime situations

BY. Ramonlca Rice
Hilltop Staff Writer
A group or fom,er judicial system
offenders is 1rying 10 achieve a major
goal in Southeast Washington. D.C.
The former drug dea lers and
substance abusers want 10 reclaim
the streets of D.C. from those who
arc whal they once were.
Consisting or more than I00
members, The Righteous Men
Comm ission has been working on
their goal for one year now. The
effort started when the group, along
with members or Union Temple
Baptist Church and other
community organizations, held a
demonstration against the death
penally by taking over the 14th
Street bridge.
Forty-four-year-old Rahim
Jenkins is president or RMC, and he
said he saw a need for an
organization that seriously dealt with
ridding the streets or gangs and drug
dealers.
Jenkins said he appreciates the
other
community-based
organizations that share the same
ideals as RMC; however, he was
quick to point out that those groups
have not been very successful.
"'Whal African-{\merican men
need is not duplica\ing services."
Jenkins said, as he described other
anti-crime organizations.
RMC is the local representative
for the National Council for Urban

'
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group gets information
Rahim Jenkins Director of the Ri!jhteous Mens Commission, speaks•II •
about local crimes from
Lorton Correctional Facility during the annual Lorton
Prison College Criminal Justice Program.
D.C. r~idents ... We arc
very well known o n the streets," !igh1 againsl crime.
Jenkins grew up in D.C.anda!iaiE
Jenkins said.
··1 am convinced that lhe solution
Eastern I ligh School. lie ~
Jenkins, who is employed at the rests in ne" leaden.h ip. in public anendcd Alabama A&M UM1:1!1
D.C. Department or Correctional
housing and a new welfare role,"
But Jenkins said he knov.1 c
Facilities. said he has faith in 1hc Jenkins said. ··1n,1i1u1ions where living a lifo of violence andde<ji1
jus1icc system. But he said African
people are incarcerated arc our is like. He said he has lived 3Clllt
Americans must do the ir part in the rc,ponsibility."'
free lifo for lhc last six years. J
(

Councilmember John Ray may run for mayor:
(

John Ray: Profile of a new candid ate for Mayor

Feb.7,1994
Cultures in Motion.
Actress/director Ruby Dee reads poetry about
Harlem at the National Portrait Gallery. She
also shares memories about photographer
James VanDerZee, who is featured in an
exhibition there.
Place: National Portrait Gallery
Time: 7 p.m.
For reservations, call (202) 357-2729.

Feb.9,12,1994
A Slave's Tale.
Storyteller Bill Grimmette brings to life the
experiences of a slave on a 16th-century
expedition to the New World in his one-man
show, "Estevanico the Moor."
Place: Carmichael Auditorium in the National
Museum of American Histo_ry. 14th Street and
Constitution Avenue, N.W. Metro (Federal
Triangle)
For more information, call (202) 357-2700

Feb.11,1994
African-American Architecture.
Retired architect Charles Cassels discusses
20th-century African-American building
traditions.
Place: Anacostia Museum
Time: 2p.m.
For reservations, call (202) 287-2060.

Feb. 15,1994
Blacks in Aviation.
Historians and pilots share their pers~ectives
on the contributions of African Amencans to
aviation and space flight over the past 50
years.
Place: National Air and Space Museum.
Time: 7:30 p.m.
For more information call (202) 357-2700.

Feb. 19,1994
Film Festival.
The Margaret Mead Traveling Film Festival
highlights several short films and
documentaries about anthropology.
P~ace: National Museum of Natural History
Time: 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
For more information call (202) 357-2700.

Feb. 27,1994

Analysis of Civil War Letters

Howard University professor and author, Dr.
Joseph Reidy, shares recently uncovered
letters from slaves and free blacks during the
Civil War era.
Place: National Postal Museum
Time: 2 p.m.
For more information call (202) 357-2700.

Co uncllmem ber John Ray

John Ray, a councilmcmber-atlarge in the District or Columbia since
I 979. has been urged to run tor mayor
of D.C. in November. Ray had not
decided at HILLTOP press time.
He is presently the chairman of the
committee
of
Consumer
and
Regul ator) Affairs. This commillee
addresses legislation on protection of
consumer rights; business regulations:
and licensing, insurance and housing
regulations.
Ray is from Echols County, Ga. He
studied in the District of Columbia at
George Washington University in 1967
arter serv in g in the U.S. Air Force. He
received his Juris Doctorate Degree
from George Washington Law Center
in 1974.
lie is c urrentl y affiliated with Baker
and llostctlcr, the nation·, 14th largest
law firm. He h active in 1hc D.C.
Democratic Party and was a national

1

I

organizer
in
Senator EJ•
Kennedy\ 1980 presidential cam~,
Ray ha, participated in nun:c•
ac1i, ilies in !he African-Amm;1l
community. He has served
volunteer tutor for children in thcS:·
communily, as a volunteer 111· f
organizer in Sou1heas1 and l•
volunteer legal advisor for inm1•:•
th~ Lorton Correctional Facilit)
Ra)' resides in Northea~l 11 ~;,J
wife Sarah and three children.

11;

How will John Ray handle the c11:t:
D.C.? Docs he want statehood
D.C.? Does he think 1he na1ional~
should be called in?
Stay tuned next week tor 1!
answe".

Comp1/ecl I>> C1t•11ea J,11,·k and
Avoka Campi>,..,/.

Organization provides housing and hope for troubled girls
BY. Genes Luck

Hilltop Staff Writer
The llarambee House for
Youth is a residence racility in
Southeast D.C. thal houses
troubled young females who
have been directed 10 llarambec
by the District court systems.
Harambee is ne ithe r a
sheller nor a prison, but it has
become a memorable home for
young girls be1wee n the ages or
13 and 18 who have gouen in10
some trouble at a young age.
Harambee House caters to
only four girls al a time who
slay between three to six
monlhs, and after the third
month the girls arc a llowed 10
go home to their families.
Union Temple Baptist

Church saw a need for s uch a
service and estab lished The
Harambee House for Youths in
1983.
Haram bee
means
"pulling together," and director
Cynthia Munson says 1hc ,1nrr
and 1he girls arc striving 10
uphold that meaning by
reuniting the girls with their
ramifies. Harambcc House has
served more 1han 150 gir ls
s ince it opened.
" We arc able 10 provide a
fami ly- like cnvironmenl here
because we have such a small
number of residents that we
house at one time, and we can
focus o n the individual,"
Munson said.
The girls have nine
cou nselors who are qualiricd 10
help the troub led minors. The

girls a l so have an in-house
teacher who helps them catch
up wit h !heir sludie, because
many arc one or two gr 1dc
levels behind in school.
Counselors said the girls at
Haramhce need mentors. In
many of their counse lin g
sessions they discuss how 10
deal wi 1h such 1opics as peer
pressure
and
sexual
relationships. The s 1arr a lso
plans many socia l ac1i vi1ics for
the girls.
llarambcc Hou,c for Youths
is funded by the Department of
lleahh and lluman Services and
The United Way, but Union
Temple Baptist Ch urch raises
money ror the g irl s in
fundraisers and collections.
The girls a lso a11cnd Union

Temple on Sundays.
Munson said she hc.r
man) of the girls who allc
Ila ram bee an the pa,1. andt
arc a lot or success s1orics
··Once the girls bcooa::
little older and wiser, and
learn self-control {)\er 11
needs and want\. we I
succeeded, .. Mun,on said
Munson urges l'Olun1.
from lloward Universit)
from the commun ity 10 '·
as positive role models fo••
girls. For more informa1io1
ll arambce !louse ror Yci
contact Munson .11 (20:l •
0438 or Mary Wilson al\.
678-8822.

LE AD
Leadership Education and Development Program
Howard University Department of Political Science
Douglass Hall, Room 1114 • Washington, DC 20059
'14Wcomes tlit :,lowartf'l.Jrriversity Community to:

{jutSt Speaksr:

'lJr. 1ql,ttWna 'Eaefin

Prtsitftttt of tfit ?l{grio,ral'Ur6a11 Coafirion

1Jate:
'Iime;

M_onday..1. ! an~

31, 1994

6 .00 - o,00 P.M.
Locatio11: Blackburn Center Forum
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- [nternational surcharge more

•,

Jllportant than vendors, students say
;1orta McField
:Q Staff Writer
n,c recent protest led by
,irJ University Student
~,,11ion President Terri Wade
Clinton's
1 President
nee at the Martin Lu1her
1j; ~inhday commemoration
· ,. 17 has ignited further
, from some members of
. ""'1JI ,cudcnl organizations.
8,1' Remy, presiden1 of the
~ Students Association, is
1\'Qu«:
he said Wade wasted
1
Jen opportunity to raise
,es, on the issue of the
,ti,,nal student surcharge.
•bink j!IUSA) had a great
.>ll\ and they blew it. They
I ,a ,olc i"ue (the removal
rs from Sixth Streec]. not
,lid not support the vendors'
~-but 1hc fact remains that
.,t that in order of priori Iies.
the

·nded
Chen
:rsicy.
w hat
,;,pair
rime-

,v ard
:ugn.
·rous
ican

us a

A9

chc surcharge should not have been
subordinated or lcfc out, especially
since Prcsidcnc Clinton was Chere,''
Remy said.
Vice-president of 1he African
Students Association Anecr RukhKamaa also regrets that the
international surcharge, which
directly
affects
Howard's
international student population,
was not menlioned by Wade when
she took cenlcr stage al lhc event.
.. Thal i, dcfini1ely a missed
opportunity," he said.
Remy also questioned the
apparent lack of communication
that exists bccwccn the HUSA
office
and
i1s
affiliate
organizations.
"The one thing I do not
underscand, is the fact 1hat before
the whole protest. I was 001
con1acted. I'm not too sure if
Ornowalc Elson, president of the

t
Bob Remy

International Students Associacion,
was contacted about it. It's
something that II USA had
undercakcn by 1hemselves." Remy
said.

Wade defended her actions,
noting Ihat HUSA has taken almost
every opportunity to raise the
surcharge issue with "different
embassies and ... the Board of
Trustees.·•
But Wade admilled 1hat foiling
10 rncncion 1he surcharge was an
oversigh1.
She noted, however. 1hat "our
so-called adminisirators and Board
of frustecs, leaders of chc
University.'· were doing lilllc aboul
having the surcharge rescinded by
''jusl going along with what 1he
Congress sa id [about the
surcharge)."
When concactcd, the secretary
of the Caribbean Students
Association, Nicole Jones. referred
comments to the vice-president or
president of the association. They
could not be contac1ed by
I IILLTOP press time.

~aravan to aid Cuba expected in D.C.
:,,,owale Elson
~ Staff Writer

The Howard University
~ ,, i, invited 10 contribute
.n·itarian aid e fforts on
of the Manin Lucher King
,er in Havana. Cuba.
: local fundraiscr is being
111,d b) 1he M inncsota-based
[,,r Peace, and it includes
• anJ a dance at the Casa
I~. 1459 Columbia Road.
'.1101101\

According to a press release
issued Monday, "supporters [in
D.C. I arc focusing on raising
funds 10 purchase bulk quan1i1ics
of powdered milk. Studcn1s on
area campuses arc also planning to
collccc school supplies."
Organizers say trucks, vans and
cars will travel along 13 routes
collecting powdered milk. school
supplies. medical supplies and
other items for the center, which
dis1ribu1es contributions to
organizalions and churches in

Cuba.
Janice Lynn. an organizer of the
U.S. Cuba-Friendship lll. wro1e
that many humanitarian efforts
have been hindered by the United
Stales government ·s refusal 10
allow much of their aid to enter the
country:
"Last summer, the Friendship
broughc 100 tons of humanitarian
supplies 10 Cuba. U.S. government
officia ls seized a [liule yellow
school bus] at the Mexican border.
claiming it could be used for

military purposes in Cuba," Lynn
said. ··some LO school buses wil l
be donated to churches, schools
and ocher organizations !his year."
The e[fon opposes the 33-ycar
U.S. blockage that not on ly
violates international law, but has
caused widespread econom ic
hardship for the Cuban people.
The blockage "unjustly targets
Cuba because the country refuses
10 give it sovereignty and
independence:· lhc stat ement
noted.

:ommunication can bridge cultural gaps
,lturally
)eaking

:,haw
nant ntReed
as a
1~ tt , ,ummcr of 1992. I
es a l
J ·the 44th nnnual Japan
..1 Conference held at
h his
¾ linivcr,ity. The JASC
cncc. "hose theme is
· .r.g Peace Through Mu1ual
me in 'lJnding. Friendship and
serves a, a non-profit
:I for
"'lJl and exchange program
; uard Jents from the U.S. and
Fort) American and
.hese .~ ,1udents are selected each
., all field, regardless of
·.11u,. 1ha1 is. whether they
nor Ph.D. candidates.
'• iddition. the conference
a unique opportunity for
.,n ,tudents from diverse
· onds to carry out an
,e exchange of views on a
o[ subjeccs with their
~ coun1crparts.
• 1 delegate of last year's
.,cc. which was held
from
.,eously al
Middle
: nded
'(( State University and
there
s1Collcge, my peers elected
s.
,me a ~ IO-member board of the
I they . , Executive Committee,
chei r .b we worked with the
~ in organizing and
have
~the 45th anniversary of the
wing of JASC held last
Heers
·
10
Japan. After I had been
y and
serve . othe American Executive
or chc · tee, I became a little
I wondered what kind of
on on
) UlhS, · I would get holding a
·ip po,uion not only as an
I 767•
\merican. but also as a
(202)
The main reason I decided
,the position was because
1!at it would give me the
~lity to help bridge the
•ecn our two cu hures.
·.. theme of the Japanese
nee was "Sharing Our
-~d Working for I lam1ony
Global Community." In
, wi1h the Japanese, our
·n auempted to discover

ls

Dana Reed (first from left) at the 45th JSAC conference
In Japan last year.

and formulate into a paper our
interprelmion of these visions and
ham1ony through panicipation in
small group discussions; research
and paper presentations; lectures;
field 1rips; and receptions with
governmen1 officials, cultural
figures and business leaders.
In addition, volunteer seminars
were held, in which delegates
worked within 1he commu nity.
Other seminars focused on 1hc
subjecc of "War and Peace and
National Interest.'' It was held in
Nagasaki, the historic site of the
dropping of 1he atomic bomb. After
touring the museum and the Peace
Park. we actually gol t0 talk with a
few of the surv ivors of the
bombing.
These
sem inars
focilita1ed our efforts to study the
ability of the U.S. and Japan to
effect change within the
intcrna1ional community.
The environment forums focused
on the conflict
be1wccn
industrialization and preservation.
Due to informa1ivc speakers, field
trips and service projects. we
discovered what we can do to act on
our responsibilities to the global
environment.
The discussions on race were of
particular intercsc to me. I recalled
1hat at the Howard conference. an
officia l of the NAACP, an

executive from Xerox and the head
of the Howard University African•
American Studies Depanment
spoke to us about their perspcc1ives
on racism. That forum invoked
several emotions among 1he
delegates. There was so much
1ension af1er the forum 1ha1 a
special reflection mec1ing was
called so we cou Id express our
feelings. We all came 10 the
realization that by takini lime out
to listen to everyone's ideas and
discussing them. we were making
a step in the right direction.
It was obvious that we were to
be kepi very busy throughoul the
conference. since we basically kepi
14 hour days. However. we s1ill
found lime to socialize with one
ano1her and form lasting
friendships. It is hard for me to
express how much can be learned
from 80 students with diverse
backgrounds forced to live together
for a month.
Before going to chc conference
in Japan, I was a linlc apprehensive
and nervous. This was due 10 what
I had heard aboul the nega1ive
at1itudes the Japanese supposedly
held 10wnrds African Americans. I
musl admit 1hnl I cri ed to keep an
open mind during the conference.
And through lengthy informa l
discussions with Japanese

delegates. we real i.lcd how much
damage the media had done in
creat ing stereotypes.
I can recall a discussion thal I
had one night with a Japanese
delegate concerning his confusion
about the color of my sk in.
Ahhough he was very curious and
eager 10 learn about my skin color•
he could no1 understand why I did
not characteri:i:c the negative
images that he had seen on
television in Japan. At first, I was
amazed, then offended, and. finally,
amused when he told me he thought
that 1he varying complexions
wichin the black race was due to
geography. When I explained 10
him 1ha1 I was fair-skinned because
of1he wrongs that were done 10 my
ancestors. I realized that ignorance
canno1 be mistaken for racism.
I am proud to say lhat the
Japancsc. as well as the American
delegates, were amazed by 1he
achievements and srnndards of our
univcrsi1y. I was asked to give a
speech on Howard in which I gave
them a history of our school. I
spoke of some of our programs and
gave them a lisc of our
distinguished alumn i. They were
impressed. to say t/Je lease.
Since I was one of 1wo African
Americans and 1hc only delegate
from a historically black university
10 actend the conference, I
encourage all Howard studcncs to
take advantage of such an
opportun ity.
I would like to 1hank Dr. Charlie
Mahone, associace professor of
International Business, and James
Bryant, former president of the
Internationa l Business Sociecy of
Howard, for granting me this
opponunily. Finally, I would like
10 thank the Nissan Corporation
and 1hc School of Business for their
financial supporl.

Dana Reed is a senior in rite Sc/tool
of Business, majoring in
/mernatio11al 811si11ess. Site was
elecred to rhe American Exec111i1·e
Commiuee of rite .fapa11 America11
S111de111 Conference.

tternational Students Associations meeting today
'Caribbean S1udcnL~ Association is meeting at 5 p.m. in the Forum
~Annour J. Blackburn University Center. On 1oday·s agenda arc
~ on the Homeless Drive and sk i 1rip, and plans for the 50th
~131)' of 1hc organizat ion to be celebrated in April. All arc invited

~-

1, African S1udcn1s Association will hold i1s mcc1ing in 1hc

~

Center at_5: 15 p.m. today. A~I arc cordia lly invi1~cl _10 allc~dr mforma11on, contacl the African Students Association office
urn.

• The Hai1ian Studencs Association welcomes all 10 allend its meeting
10night at 6 p.m. in Bethune Hall. For further inforn1ation, contact Bob
Remy at (202) 806-4547.
• The Asian Students Association will meet Feb. I in room 148 of the
Armour J. Blackburn Universi1y Center. Plans will be discussed for
future sporiing events in cooperation wi1h 1he Caribbean Students
/\ssociacion and olher schools. ·me meeting is open to anyone inccrestcd.

A Glance Around The World
B}'. Gloria McFleld

Hilltop Staff Writer
South Africa

Johannesburg-Problems arc again anticipated for South Africa's April
27 election unless the lnkatha Freedom Party's demands are met.
According to the Central Commit1ec of the Zulu-based party, demands
include more constitutional powers for regions and separate ballots for
national and regional legislatures or else the party will not contest in che
upcoming national elections. A deadline of Jan. 24 has been set for a
compromise on those ancl other issues with the African National Congress
and lhe government Many fear that lhe political violence in Sou1h Africa
will escalate if the lnkatha Freedom Party's demands are ignored and the
party refuses to pa.rticipale in the country's [irst all-races election. (The
Washington Post).

•

Somulin
Mogadishu - ·n1e dealh of a pregnant Somali woman on Jan. 9 is the
second reponed incident of American fire on unam1ed civilians in three
days. The woman, Halima Khat if Ibrahim, 30. who was estimalcd to have
been eight months pregnant, was shot as she prepared for afternoon prayer
at her tea stand. According to a local hospital report 1he fetus also died.
U.S. forces have refused to comment on the tragedy. (Associated Press).
Australia
Sydney-1\.vo firefighters and cwo civilians were ki lled and more lhan
60 persons hospitalized due to wildfires which raged outside Sydney for
more than a wc~k. About 150 homes and buildin~ were reported
destroyed a\ of Jan.10, leaving thousands to find refuge in mal:eshift
evacuation shelters. According to police sources, many of the fires were
started by arsonists. Eleven persons have been arrested in connection
with the fires.

France
Paris - A new government agency to be headed by senior police
commander Robert Broussard is being formed to curb France's problem
with illegal immigration. Interior Minister Charles Pasqua explained that
the agency would coordinate anci-immigration activities but offered no
funher information. (Washington Times).
l)·inidad and Tobago
Port-of-Spain - Trade and lndus1ry Minister Ouei Tung resigned
effective the end of January amid rumors of his disenchantment with
politics. llowcver Prime Minister Patrick Manning cited Tung's
resignation as being due to the minisccr's desire to pursue other cJrccr
options. This explanation is queslioned by Basdeo Panday, who head~
the opposition United Congress. Panday re.Lwns that the minister wa,
aware the job wa.s for five years and mus1 have been aware of the realitiel.
of political life, if not, "I wonder how many more fools there nre in cabinet
who came inlo polilics chinking it wa.\ all a bed of roses." According to
Selby Wilson, the leader of the opposition National Alliance for
Reconstruclion, lung's resignation is the latest upset in Prime Minister
Patrick Manning's already unstable cabinet. (Caribbean News Agency).
•

Guyana
Shaka Rodney, son of assassinated his1ori2n and political activist Dr.
Waller Rodney. ha:; ended a silent fa~1 outside Guyana's Foreign Affairs
Mini,try following a dcci~ioo by the government to reopen files pertaining
10 Dr. Rodney's death 13 years ago. Shaka Rodney believes the
assassination was ordered by the previous administration and claims there
is ~ufficient evidence 10 charge Gregory Smith and possibly implicate
present government officials. (Caribbean News Agency).
Jamaica
Kingston - Prime Minister P.J. Patterson made a disclosure of efforts
10 stabilize Jamaican currency hu1 emphasized that government was not
scrapping libcralWJtion policies now in place. Prime Minister Patterson
explained that government bas ohservcd the sceady decline in the value
of the Jamaican dollJr and stated he was keeping a promise to deal with
the slide. Patterson stated as his goal, "to try and have a conve~ence
between wha1 is caking place on the unofficial market and wha1 is taking
place in the official markel, to make them one." (Caribbean News
Agency).

Unlimited
Possibilities
Why does a career with
Chubb offer unlimited
posslbllitles?

Opportunities exist in the

It means a chance to be
a valued member of an
International leader with
more than I0,000
employees In 77 offices
throughout the world.

the ~ind of recognition
and rewards that solid
careers are built on.
Students with second
language skills are
encouraged to apply.

Underwriting, Oper·

ations, Claims, and

Loss Control Training
Programs, which offer

Summer Internship
opportunities also
available.

The Chubb Corporation
Is the 22nd largest
diversified financial
organization in the U.S.,
with total assets valued
at St 8 billion.

f

Contact Chubb .. the
posslblllties are endless.
For Information about
career opportunities with
Chubb, see your placement office and schedule
an appointment to meet

It's an environment
where you'll be
challenged to excel...
with a J>rofesslonal staff
comprised of the best
and brightest in the
Industry.

us in person ...

On-campus Interviews:

Wt!dnesday,
February 23rd,
1994

We seek students from
all majors, with strong
academic achievements,
sound analytical
abilities and lhe
motivation to excel.

Or contact our College
Recruiter at: Chubb & Son
Inc., 1133 Connecticut
Avenue N.W.,
Washington, O.C. 20036.

CHUBB
Group of Insurance Companies
An Equal Opportunity Employtr M/F/0/V

I11terested i11 zvriti11g for t/1.e Inter_11ational page?
Contact 0111ozvale Elson at 806-4745! !
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SURVIVORS UNITE
FOR

HEALING THE WOUNDS
of
SEXUAL ASSAULT
♦

You're in college now. You're gonna need money. And
MoneyGramyou're gonna need it fast.
MoneyGram is the best way to have that money sent
to you. And since your parents will most likely be doing
the sending, you need to educate them about the
MoneyGram MoneySaver card.
Tell them they'll save 10% off our already great rates
every time they wire you money.
Then tell them they can wire up to $200 for just $12 anywhere in the U.S. That's $10
less than Western Union.
Mention how MoneyGram gives you a free phone call anywhere in the U.S. and a free
ten word message with every domestic transfer.
And finally, let them know that when they sign up for the MoneySaver card, MoneyGram
will make a donation to America's Black Colleges
■M
Gram
Scholarship Fund.
__
__.__~ - - See? Not even graduated yet, and already you're a genius. THE BETTER WAY TO WIRE MONEY.
AMERICAS CASH EXPRESS
3663 Georgia Avenue. NW

GRAYllNE/DAYS INN DOWNTOWN
12th & K Strcc1, N'-N

Date Rape

♦

Acquaintance Rape

HOW: Short-term Support Group

♦

Stranger Ra

CONTACT: Gretchen Chase, Ph:
Carolyn Woodbury

WHERE: Howard University Counseling Service

(202) 806-6f'.

Group Membership Limited--Don't Delay

You are not alone!

Let IM Healing Btf

HOWARD UNIVERSITY COUNSELING SERVICE

4
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Howard actress rises to the top(B1

Harlem Hls1ory celebrated on Pulse/BJ

The Bison fight on to victory/BS

Find out what's happening In the HIii•
toplcs/810

Pulse/B3

Sports/BS

Hilltopics/B1 O
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tJ>COMING
HIGHLIGHTS
Each i,suc of The
diLLTOP publish ed in
fcbruary will e mbrace
Jcals related 10 Black
hstor) Month . Through •
at February. The II I LLTOP will focus on differ,nt aspects of black
11or), foaturing AfricanAmerican nc" ,makers and
1 titles ol special impor.1nce 10 Africun Amcri
,in, wc·11 cover new
1round on entertainment,
;<ilitics and science and
:cchnology.

Hip-Bop comedy full of 'Sambos' and sex objects
Revie,v

By Natalie V. Tellis
Hilltop Staff VVliter

The film ··Hou.scPruly 3" marked 1helx:gin•
ning of m.u1y acting can.im for talented and
aspiringsingc,s and actor... on.: of woom h the
Mecca ·sown, Gill~'III L Wntcrs.
Some may ren~nber W.uer.; as lhe shapcly bcauty who~ hcrcurly aubum m.ute as
she strutted her stuff in the fall I992 Homecoming Fa.,hion Show. There, the St.-asoned
modd fil'l)laycd her talents. Now w.itas is tq>ingto develop her actingcareer in her film&nit.
Th.:lc~~rommunicationsmajorplaysone
of dte bevy of beauties who tJy to woo Kid in
a dream. H = , \¼Im' actingcaroe.-did oo;
begin ,\ilh the release of this movie fcalllring

BL\\IE IT ON THE
GE'iE
,\I least some mule
omosexu a lit} may be
lmditary, researcher~
,,port in the journal Scime ,\ gene lying on the
small stre t c h o f the X
,hromn,omc . \\hic h i s
bcritcd b) some men
rom their mothers. i,
1robabl)
responsible
\itcr examining th e X
hrom osomcs of 40 pa i rs
r homosexua l brot hers,
c researche rs found that
13pairs had the s ame tell Ile gcnc11c markers on
ic chromosome. suggest ri they pOs$eSS a gene
1tinn cnccs thci r sexuoricnta ion.
' , . otcd from Cosmopolitan

ape

h.D.

,870

TR.\VELING

By Natalie Y.

Tellis

Hilltop Staff Writer

I he opening ol '"llou,e Party 3;· a
c(lme<ly movie Marring rap artists J-.:idn-Pla). marked 1hc beginning of another bo, oOice hit for the rap duo, but also
landmarked another sad day for the
rmage of the black woman.
The film perpetuates the negative
stcrCOl) pe of black women as sex
objects and "'hoochie mamas:· and
focuses on "'big booty"' women
strapped in leather g-strings and
"rapped in tight body dresses who are
flaunting all the sc, appeal they pos,;cs.,
10 the men around them.
It is di fficu h 10 sit and watch these
women parade around without asking,
""How docs this constant portrayal of
black women in mass media affect the
way that black men view and treat
black women?""
Howard University alumnae. Marcus Johnson. expressed that showing
African-American women in this negauvc light seems like fun and games to
some, but there is a more serious matter at hand,
"You can be funny and not be
demeaning 10 your women:· Johnson
said.
Johnson said demeaning women in
this manner can be auributcd to a
woman ·slow self-esteem, ~,...,.111"11
dignity. and a _ _...,

HIGHS

\SD LOWS

Tokyo tops the list for
·u,1ness travelers when it
cc:ncs to costs. An aver1!< ,isit runs S455 a day
for single lodging, and
breakfa,t. lunch and dinm. The second most
npen,ive city is Pari~. at
1353 a day. The least
npensivc arc London and
Ontario al SI 00 a day.
These figures come from
iunzhcimer International,
• consulting firm in Wis. Dlln,

IS BREAST CANCE R
REREDITARY?

Ha, mg a close relative
•1th breast cancer increas" a woman's risk of
:,~eloping it herself ·.1 not by as much as was
·cc thought. In a study of
·ore
than
100,000
'-'men. researchers at
lrigham and Women's
•01pital, in Boston, con.'uded that those whose
•1thcrs developed breast
tucer before age 40 were
\out twice as likely as
~crs to get the disease;
rwomen whose mothers
-•~eloped it after the age
f 70, lhc risk was 1.5
'1:es as great. The risk for
"men who have a sister
•ith breast cancer is 2.3
~cs greater th an for
lose without an affected
~ling, and women with
· th a mother and sis ter
ffected run the highest
<k: 2.5 times greater than
verage. Ear lier s tudi es
id indicated that women
•nh breast cancer in the
&111ily were 4 to 6 times
!\Ire likely than others 10
/t,e lop it themselves.
llhough there i~ no sure
~t way to prevent breast
acer, monthly brea~t
ms arc a means to
re ear lier detection.
ltd from Cosmopolitan

Risin~ to the
top a party_'
for Howard
actress

subjects.
TI1is not only affects the way black
men view black women. but it affects
the wa) black women , icw themselves. Nursing mnjor Sonya Jordan
said when she secs sisters portrayed
negatively. it makes her wonder if
women will eva be fully respected for
their minds.
"Sometimes I think that [black men]
transfer the women they sec on the
screen to real life, and real life women
do not want 10 be viewed as sex
objects. nor will we put up with being
treated as so:· Jordan said.
Whik Jordan thinb that a certain
amount of sexiness is all right, she
said when it becomes exploitive. it is
a problem. Another concern Jordan
voiced is the media ·s failure lo display
an array of beautiful black women in a
positive light.
"I think the media, a lot of times.
fails to realize that African-American
women can be beautiful, whether they
arc tall. short, skinny. thick. lightskinned, or dark-skinned," Jordan said.
1'01 only did lhc movie cast a dark
shadow on African-American women,
but it cast a negative light on the values of the black family with the glamorization of ex-convicts and double
dealers.
Believe it or not. however. •·House
Party 3" did have its positive side. It
employed an array of black talent, giving them a showcase 10 become belier
known, The movie featured the comedy of comedian Bernie Mac; showcased the acting talents of singing and
rap groups TLC and Immature; and
employed a number of models and
aspiring actresses, one of whom is
Gillian Waters, a legal communications major at Howard.
The movie, while it centered
around the prospective wedding of
Kid and his struggle 10 put his bachelor past behind him 10 make a sincere commitment to one woman,
showed the evolution of rising stars. It
displayed the work and deals that must
be made 10 "'make it" in the music industry on the business and the talent side,
Its downfall was the perpetuation of
negative stereotypes in the black community. Although it evoked a lot of
laughter from the audience, it seemed to
promote self-hatred of the black race and
of black women. Some of the characters,
in essence, became modem-day 'Sambos' and sex objects.
''House Party 3" may
~:z:--~be:_!good

..:!:J

Main Photo: Full of
pre-wedding Jitters,
Kld (Christopher Reid,
right) has a nightmare
that he's walking
down the aisle In ball
and chain next to his
flancee Veda (Angela
Mean, left) In New
Une Cinema's hip-

hop comedy, House
Party 3; Top photo:
Characters Aunt Lucy
and Uncle Vester prepare to dig Into tho
house specialty In the

comedy.

general lack
of respect for women .
However, he explained that a lot of
men buy into the concept of women as
sex objects. And sadly enough, this
mentality tends 10 feed into their everyday interaction with women.
Johnson admillcd that the fact that
sex sells is disheartening, but on the
other hand, he said people pay 10 see
it. There is no solution to the problem as Johnson sees it. He believes
that the negative images of women
will continue 10 fill the silver
screen as long as people continue
10 support movies like ··House
Par1y 3."
"All they desire is the dollar,"
Johnson said. " It 's capitalism at
its finest."
Although Tisha Campbell,
who plays Kid's ex-girlfriend,
and some of the other female
characters remain fu lly
clothed and essentia lly
n:spcctablc in "I louse Pany
3," the movie seems to focus priC-----"
marily on women who fall prey to their for a few
male counterparts. They were either laughs. but its positive
•
play 1hings, such as Angina, who pops message becomes muddled in the madoul of a cake for a bachelor party, or ncss of negative black images and
rough, tough, crass sex objects. such as demeaning sexual stereotypes of
a record label owner's skimpily dressed women.

Bott.. m Photo:Sex
As A Weapon (female
rappers TLC) "make
some noise" with Kid
'N Play at a bachelor
party

the mp duo Kid-n-Play.
Shc began acting as a child on such tck.-vision progiam; as &_,same Stroet and Romper
Room with the cncooragcmcnt of her mother.
''My morn got me into it and shc i.~ still behind
me," Waters said
As she gicw, W.UCrs acquirtd an agent and
is now llying for larger roles.
On working on the movie, 'Miters said, "I
had a great time making the movie."'
She related that Kicl-n-Pbywcre fun and easy
to WOik with, but admitted that Play did not
spend as much time fralcmiang \\ilh lhc cast.
"Play kept to him.<;elf, He S{':nt a lot of tilTI<!
in histtailer. Heju;lgot rnanicd." shcc.xpl.tined.
Swpri.singly enough, W.iters has not s,:cn the
movie. She appeared in two scenes. one of
which was cditccl ouL
W.llcrs c,cplained that the movie took
apixoxim;llcly five monlh; to shoot: :,he1100 to
tlke a S<.'lllCtilcrotTfromschool to pwticipotc in
it. Bui now she is happily~ 10 school
life.
"l dclinitcly want to be in schoot but I gel
u~ when I mi.'5 ou1 oo stutJ," she added
A Los Angeles native. Waterli kilo,\ s that
srewill frequcntlymi:-'iout oo some actingJXllt'
t=iusc she is in school in Washington, D.C,
but she says her education takes priority.
"I came 10 Howard because I wanlcld tog,
to the best black college and I have a lot of relatives here,·· 'Mllcrs said
Wdle!'S is adamant about !he impor1ancc of
hcreducatioo, and this very foc='Xf ~
rcL1tcd tliat she chose to major in leg/II communications because she would like 10 pursue
a aircer in Entertainment Law.
"'I want to know what goes on behind the
camera as "ell as in frunL" \\,\ltcrs says.
Sina: !he rel= of House Pru1y 3, \¼tcrs
has been offered two commercial actinga,:;signmcnt-;, one of which is a McDonald's commcn::ial. She was not able to make the shoots
forcitl1Croflhecommercial5bccau<;eofhcrcollcgc schedule, but admitted that if bi!l!,>cr and
better pru1S come along, she will take off from
,diool with every intention of returning ooo:
her projects are lhrough.
\¼11.-rs has other projects pending release.
She has apixared in music vicJea; and is anxiou.,ly aw·Jiting the relca<;e of a Johnny Gill
vid.'O lhal she will appear in tilled, "A Otte
Sweet Love Addiction:· She will also appear
in h-'f 500'.)tld movie, which is a mafia romcdy
atlled, "Looking Italian."
W.Jtcrsis&tc:xlilyclimbingtheladderofswcct
SU<XX:s5 in lheaaingas·wcll as mi5icindu.5tty.
Slteh.,~ recently formed a singing trio with two
Cllhcr How·Jrd slu&:nL,;, 1:.5'1 l.t.'\vis and Kim
RichartNln. Titey c.lll themselves "Oiang,: of
Rhythm." They an: in t h e ~ of MlOOling
a o..'1110 and are looking for offers to ~ig;r with
"~ibcl.
'lnroogh it all Wdlcr.; keqx,; a clc.1r he.id and
a good focus on what it will take lO make her
dreams come true. lb other aspiring actresses.
she says, "S1ay with iL There is a lot of rejection. Kc,,--p trying. It·s a hard busine». but YOU:
have II) have a high sclf-cstccrn."
·
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THE 1994
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
Sponsored by:

THE GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCO..
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 1994

I

present an African-American Historical
Stage Production for the entire Family

February 5, 1994
7:30-9:45 PM
Howard University
Cramton Auditorium

•

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

DEADLINES:

Ticket info. call Cramton Box Office at (202)806-7199
$5.00 (adults) & $2.00 (seniors, students & children)
Proceeds to benefit SPIRIT OF TRUTH: UPRISING To Africa
Additional Donations: PO Box 1353 Upper Marlboro, MD 20773
11

GSC's theme
Perserverance, Foundation & Diversity

FEBRUARY 9, 1994
APRO.. 6, 1994

ABSTRACTS:
ADVANCE REGISTRATION:

Armour J. Blackbum University Center
Howard University
Washington, D.C. 20059
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Homecoming Chairperson
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Bison Yearbook Editor - In - Chief
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then, the following information is for you!!
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Phat Hip Hop & Funky R&B Videos
IN-OE.?TI\ CE.LE.SltlTY INTE.ltVIE.'iS
LOCAL YOKAL TALE.NT S?OTLIGI\T
###

~
There will be an interest m eeting for all
candidates interested in learning more about the ;
y,
above positions, the application process,
l>
qualifications, requirements, annual stipend, ere., ~

QUE.E.NS OF FUNK Mo-OE.LS

-

U CAN JOIN
TI\E. F.U.N.k. VI-OE.O ALLIANCE.
"TI\E. FATTE.ST FAN CLUS IN TI\E. NATION!"
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To GET TttE 4 11 Ct.ll aoa-2.91-OO14
GET 'ilT IT OR GET LOST, CAUSE 'it'lE 8l0'illl° T~E

Friday Nights on WFTY TV-50

fUNk UY!

Tuesday, February 15
5:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Blackburn Center,

Room 148 - 150
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Photographer im.m.ortalizes Harlem. Renaissance

•

VanDerZee highlights African-American summer life in this portrait of the 1925 Harlem simming team.

The Barefoot Prophet

l• . c "i1nc" the ,triking

'tm:ing ,tare, and graceful
fame, \anDcrZcc captured
km, 'l:c" York, in the early

1920s.
The VanDerZce
exhibit, featured uni ii
Feb. 13 at the National
Portrait Gallery. 8th and
G Mrcc1, N.W.. captures
the essence of the
Harlem Renaissance
with
his
unusual
ph o t o g r a p h, .
VanDcrZcc 's highly
regarded and 1reasurcd
photographs portray
African Americans in an
elegant and dignified
manner.
Van DerZec
photographed families,
fraternities. women's
clubs,
church
congrcga1ions. funerals,
celebrities. dis1inguishcd
poli1icians and religious
leaders. ,uch a, in a pomail 1itled
'"Thc Barcfool Prop her· and a
portrnil of Marcus Garvey.
VanDerZec used backdrops.
chairs and an assortment of props
10 make his subjC{:lS appear more
pho1ogenic. Museum visitors will

have 1he pleasure of exam ining the
original chair that musician Eubie
Blake and artist Jean-M ichcl
Basquail sa1 in during photo shoots.
From Huie girls dancing a jig in
the photograph 1itlcd "Dance
Class" 10 a "Young Man and
Woman" in a loving embrace.
VanDcrZce used his camera to
visually 1cll the s1ory of AfricanAmerican life during the '20s.
VanDcrZcc never portrayed
crude, degrading images of African
Americans. He wanted 10 promote
a different and more positive image
of his people not frequcn1ly
addressed in mainslrcam so<:ie1y.
Mosl of his subjects, such as 1hc
ones pictured in "Couple Wearing
Raccoon Coats."" were middle- or
upper-class African Americans
dressed in formal and fm,hionable
clo1hing.
VanDerZ.Ce grew up in Leno~.
Ma,, .. in a rcspect:tblc middlc-clas.,
home. I le moved 10 New York in
1905 where he worked as a wai1cr
and an elevator operator.
VanDcrZcc had a passionate love
for music, his violin and women.

llis first wife, Kate, did not
suppon VanOerZce's dreams nor
his in1ercst in photography. She
wan led him to conccntralc on
geuing a "real job." Their marriage
ended and he married Gayclla, a
ladyofEuropeandcsccm.Shewas
very supportive and encouraged
VanDerZce 10 pursue his interests.
She helped him approach cl ients for
nude siuings, posed cli ents for
photographs and develop film.
VanDerZcc opened his first
Mudio in 1916 on West 135th S1ree1
in Harlem. His Mudio was called
GGG Photo and was located near
Marcus Garvey·s Universal Negro
improvement
Associalion
headquarters. VanDcrZcc became
the official photographer for the
ac1ivi1ies of 1he Garvcyites. Many
of the p:1radcs and rallies Garvey
headed arc recorded in history
because of V:tnDcrZce"s photos.
After he divorced his second
wife. VanDcrZce married I loward
Universi1y alumna
Donna
Mussenden. Because of her work
wi1h VanDcrZce·s pholographs,
much of his work has been

V)

rheater company opens door of
ipportunity for teenage mothers
Ilana J. Campbell
~Stall Wnter

The c,pre~sion "keep hope
." i, not uncommon in
· gton. D.C. ·s Living Stage
w, Company. an outreach
~) lhJI works wilh young
-~ and their children within
:ooimunit>
E.,t:1bli,hed in 1966, Living
. , Theater Compan). an
,kuional theater, maintains
11den1 company and full
c1ion and administrative
Th: company is a branch of
Arena Stage, 61h Strcel and
ac A,enuc. S. W.
k1991, Living Stage developed
Teen Mother, of Today
pm to encourage young
!\lo develop a posi1ivc self• anJ become belier parents.
!!OOP i, made up of young
14- to 18- ycar,-oid who
ulea,tonc child. Inc young
11, arc sclcc1ed for the
mrrom Harl Junior lligh in
'>lia. Woodson Junior High
,llcast Washing1on and 01her
high schools. The young
panicipatc in a week of
,i,c. all-day sessions.

followed by 17 weekly sessions.
Using improvisa1ional !heater
1cchniques. the program is
designed to support and enhance
the imagination and crea1ivity
within individuals. The founder
and director of Living S1age,
Robcn A. Alexander has appoin1cd
Vanessa Ea1on as lhe managing
dircc1or of Living Stage. She
succeeds Catherine Irwin. who is
now development director at
Arena Stage.
··we arc deeply pleased to have
Vanessa's crca1ivity, 1alents, skills,
dedication and humanistic
commi1menl in helping to bring
hope, sani1y. beauty and love in10
the hear! of our children,"'
Alexander said.
Eaton joined 1he Living Stage
Theatre company in I 989. She
served first as assis1ant to the
director, and assumed the 1i1lc of
a'5ociate managing director earlier
lhis year.
"Being a part of Living Slagc
enables me to use my theatrical
experience in having an impac1 on
people and thal 's whal I wan1cd 10
do:· Ea10n said.
Living Stage recently received
a gran1 of approximately $19,000

from 1he D.C. Commission on the
Arts and Humanities for the Teen
Mothers of Today program.
According to Ea1on. Living Stage
has had a posi1ivc effecl on the
young mothers involved in 1hc
program.
'·Many or 1he par1icipan1s in
(Living Stagej take pride in
themselves, in nunuring and being
creative wi1h their children. Their
sense of self encourages and
suppons them in giving more.
"In the beginning 1hcre was a
lot of animosity and ncga1ivily
among the 1ecns in the program.
II 's not 1ha1 way anymore: they
seem 10 be relating to each other
much belier," Eaton said.
··When you 1hink abou1 funding
1he arts. remember me, my baby
and all lhc other people like me
who have come to understand
about 1hcmselvcs and our world
through the arts.
.. For us, lhc arts

arc an

encouragement to go on with our
lives," said a teenager in the
program, who testified before a
U.S. House of Representalivcs
subcomm iuce.

1he same day he
received
an
honorary degree of
Humane Letters
from
Howard
University.
According 10
Georg i anna
Dunham, a Portrait
Gallery tour guide,
1he
VanDerZee
exhibit is wellreceived based upon
visitor 1umou1.
"I can '1 think of
anolher show that
WC have had lhal has
received so much
auen1ion; every day
1ha1 1 have worked
there have been
many people [al the
exhibil ). "
VanDerZee's
pho1ographs are a
record of his1ory.
VanDerZee photographed mulatto women. His work refreshes
the memory of lhe
preserved.
old and keeps faces of the pas1 clear
VanDerZee died May 15. 1983. in the minds of the young.
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Dear Sweet-n-Sour,
I have just transferred to Howard this semester.

and I want to know why everybody here is so
phony. Now don·t gel me wrong. because I have
1ried to keep an open mind and be friendly 10
cverybod} I come in contact with, but I still gel
the same results. All of the people I meet tell me
that l"m one of the nicest people they·vecvcrme1.
yet after we go out a couple of times. I never hear
from them again. I know that it is not me. t>ccau,e
I have few Ila",, none of which would frigh1cn
people away. Where can I meet ~omc REAL
people?
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-Faked Out

Dear Faked OuL

"I

V)

Dear Faked Out,
You have few flaws? Well I can tell you one
big one just by reading your letter. You are
obviously so arrogant and stuck on yourself that
you do not think anyone rational would choose not
lo b.: your friend. If you were standing in front of
me right now, I think 1 would walk right past you
because you seem 10 push) and self-righteous to
make a 1tood friend. Friends arc those who listen
and are caring 10 the ncc'<i< of each other. You seem
like you are only thinking about yourself. If you
like the people you met. why don'I you call them?
Remember, those who wait for others to act will
always be waiting.

-SOUR

In any place or simation. you arc bound 10 find
some phony pcoplc. But that cannot deter you from
meeting some people who are sincere and REAL
a, you so apt~ pul ii. Friendship, arc just like love
rclationshiP5: some" ork and some don ·1. The trick
is. >ou cannot allow )llUr disappointment from
failed rclationshiP5 to cloud your vision when ii
comes to new relationships. If you do, you mighl
not sec those REAL people when you come across
t~m.
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11,e views e.,pre,;ed ur this column do not necessarily
nf/cct th,•, icll'S af1hc /Jill TOP. l/yo11 hm,• any ;l:
q11c,tic11is }or S11·c,·1-1hfour or for St•ice, bring _vour ,
letter ta 71,e /Iii/tap. 2251 Sherman 1\s-e., N. ll :, or
I,•uff yo11r lctt,-r inn" H/1.1,TOP mailbo.t in the
't
Office r,fSwdent Actfritie,.
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Sweet -n- Sour Sweet -n- So11r Sweet -11- Sour Sweet -n-Soor

bia McElroy Ansa's 'Ugly Ways' is entertaining and insightful, but leaves reader questioning
'lllara Holmes

Staff Writer
ginc you learn about the death of a parent. You
:>o,ibling~ return home 10 pay your last respects
. the loved one. You reminisce about your lives
lhatparcnt. Bui inMcad of recalling lhe good limes,
::aiizetha11hcre were no good times to recal l. Nol
)ou suffered a lot as a family, but because you
tha11he parent was so selfish Ihat he or she did
to hurt vou 1han to help you.
IO goes 1hc Mory or Ugly nays, a novel by Tina
"') An,a. which dcpicL~ the grieving and growing
ISO[ the Lovejoy sis1crs.
~book open~ wi1h Belly and Emily going to pick
bJbysis1cr. Annie Ruth, from the airport. Their
er. who they were taught 10 call Mudcar, has d!cd
umonia and the sis1crs must now dctcrmmc
mdividually and collectively what Mudcar meant

hi.

Mlhcy find the task 1101 so easy.

,._'ltu>, the oldes1, ha~ the fondc51 memories of
'"' because she remembers her molhcr before
<liange." This turning point in the sisters' lives
Cllwhcn Betty was I I-years-old, Emily was 8ldand Annie Rulh wa.~ only 5. One day, Mudcar
idcd 1ha1 she was no longer going to take care
1 ily. In her own words, ·· J done Cl, and when
· ,my whole family done cl.'"

It was 1hosc words that 1old
Bcuy that she would have to
feed her fa1her and younger
sisters if they were to cat. It
was 1hose words that told
Betty 1hat she wou ld have to
keep the house if the house
was 10 be kept. And it was
those words 1hat 1old Betty
thal she wou ld have to lake
over 1hc role of mother in the
fam ily.
Emily. the Lovejoy sbtcr
who everyone thought would
be the firs1 to go crazy,
arguably suffered 1he mosl
from her mother's neglecl.
She remembers Mudear nolso-fondly 1elling her thal her
1ccn-agc acne made her look
unauractivc: Seeing Emily
1end her poor bru ised
1ccnagcd face in the
bathroom, Mudcar had
always told her that she must
have gollcn her sens it ivc skin
from Poppa's side of the fami ly.
"Eve11 wlte11 1 first started my period, 1 never /rat!
so muclt l/S" pimple," Mudellr would SllY lightly from

lter sel/1 011 tlte toilet llS poor
Emily struggled irr tire mirror
with Noxema ll11d mbes of
Clearasil ... "I think tltat
st11ffj11s1 make it worse. Mllke
yo11r face look like a potato
grater," Mudear would add.
.. "'T/rat cream is /igltter tlra11
your ski11, d1111gltter, 110w
everybody ca11 sec just /row
blltl your face looks. You look
like a do11glt-face. ··
Hence, Em ily spenl her life
seeking her mo1hcr·s
approval. She contemplated
suicide several times, and she
spent 1housands of dollars on
psychiatrisls and psychics in
fruitless al1emp1s to heal her
pain.
Annie Ruth is a successful
television journalist at the
lime of her molhcr"s death.
She is the Lovejoy sis1er who
did have a nervous
breakdown al some poinl in
her life and she is now pregnant and hoping 1hat
Mudcar\ lack of maternal characteristics will no1
manifest i1sclf in her. Annie Rulh is the catalyst that

leads her sisters to the morgue where they li1crally hold
their mother's body in their lap and confront her wilh
!heir pain.
Ansa writes the novel in such a way that each sister
is allowed 10 tell her version of the story. Ernest
Lovejoy, the women's fa1hcr. also 1ells how Mudear
and he changed roles after "The Change." When
Mudear gave up on her family, he no longer wore lhe
panis in the fam ily and she rem inded him of lhat,
viciously. everyday. Throw in the 1houghtso[thedead
Mudear, as she watches all !hat is taking place from her
siancc in 1hc aflerworld, and Ansa has crcalcd a story
1ha1 totally transcends 1he ordinary.
Ansa ·s second novel comes an the heels of Baby /11
tire Family, which was heralded a.~ a Notable Book of
1hc Year by The New York Times. Ugly Ways is a
touching and often funny story, bul Ansa docs nol tell
the reader the answer to one big question: Why did
Mudcar undergo such a change?
In all, the novel is entertain ing and ii gives some
good insigh1s. At a time when "gangs1a rap" is drawing
so much auenlion. 1he dead Mudear gives her insight
on 1hc subject in one of the runn iest passages, as she
asks '"Whal is a ·ho?"
This is a book that would be enjoyed by anyone
who ever questioned 1he role of motherhood in a
society. nolably African-American society.
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the Entire Store is now u to
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Get here fast! Incredible prices on every item for both
men and women throughout the store. Be among the
first to choose the best at Washington's one-of-a-kind
fashion and food emporium. Doors open at 11 A.M.

All leather outerwear 50o/o off
All boogies boots 50-70o/o off
All sweaters 50-70o/o off
All shirts 50-70o/o off
All women's fashions 50-70o/o off
All sale prices at least 50o/o off
the original price.
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1229 Wisconsin ~ve. in the heart of Georgetown Diner 298-6060 Retail Clothing Store 298-7469
Monday thru Fnday 11 am. to 10 pm./Friday-Saturday 11 am. to 11 pm./Sunday 11 am. lo 8 pm.
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SPORTS
ptramural football team tests their
;alent at championship play-offs
OShl Riggins
Ill Staff Writer

The Bison football team
j:;lified Howard University's
._, of excellence when they
~ undefeated last season
,ere ranked number one by
~dan Poll, but members of
,,,,0 All-Star intramural Oag
·-1111eam made their own
ntS by participating in the
\dantic Championship play. ~the fir..t time in Howard ·s
ti·

• '1ov. 12. 15 all-star intraflag football players and
. coaches traveled from
,ud to the University of
1nd at College Park 10 par..cin the play-offs.
1,.-oording to Samuel Amoa'.l.COOrdinator of lntramur-

al Sports and Recreation, the all- game," said Core) Cook, a center
star players were selected from linebacker and former Bison
intramural flag football teams by cheerleader.
referees who officiated during the
According to Atta, the Bison
season.
advanced to the semi-finals before
" It was an honor to be chosen. being defeated by the Duke UniI was surprised that I was chosen versity Blue Devils.
because my team, The Chronic,
It was against the Blue Devils
didn't do that well during the sea- team that Bison wide receiver.
son,'' said Adilson Cardosa, an Demond Arter, flaunted his talen1.
all-star running back.
Arter scored two touchdowns and
After the players were select- picked off an inlerception. Hb
ed, coaches Nigel Green. Owen spectacular performance earned
Young and Julius Bailey set up him a spot on the playoff's firs,
three two-hour practices so the team .
team could get a feel for playing
·•1 think Demond proved himtogether.
self to the team during the regu"That first game was an eye lar season games and practices,
opener for the team. We were but throughout the play-offs,
used to playing contact football. Demond caught a lot of eyes. I
but the play-off rules prohibited was glad that Demond was named
contact football. So we were to the firM team: he deserved it,"
penalized heavily during the first Cook said.

Though the Bison did not win
the championship trophy, they did
learn some valuable lessons and
made some new friends.
"I believe that if we had practiced together more than we did,
we would have done much better.
The teams that we played against
- Who Cares, Kappa Sigma.
Beta Chi and the Blue Devils had all been playing 1oge1her for
months. We couldn't ma1ch 1ha1
kind of chemistry.
"I made new friends, from
Howard and from other schools
during the competition. I learned
a new way of playing football,
and I represented my school. That
is why I can't say that 1he trip was
a failure, but because we didn't
win the championship. i1 wasn't a
complete success,.. Cook said.

iwim teams hope to make big splash this season
!)llne Myada
.9 Staff Writer

,,n Scnford. head coach for
Sharks, the Men's and
.n\ swimming teams, said
1 1ha1 his team has thus
..i: rmcd below his ex pee,. bul the hard practice
I pa) off in the champiti:,.

)Cnford said he believes his
crs should have clocked
um,, in their last mce1
,5 again,1 Coppin and Cen)lllt univer,i1ics.
5'Dford attributes the slow:i:, to the fact that the
m ire in the middle of
physical training, which
.It many of them sore and
• ·g little progress in their

speed.
But Scnford said the sore
muscles are just a s ign of how
conditioned the swimmers are
getting for the rest of the season
and the championships. He sa id
the condit ioning will improve
their times as the season progresses.
Senford's rigorous training
schedule for the swimmers
includes a morning and evening
swim workout and evening
weight training.
Though 1he regiment has not
yet produced the fast results
Scnford has hoped for, Scnford
said it is preparing the swimmers for future competition.
Sen ford commends his swimmers for their dedica1ion in
practice, especially during the

three days that classes were cancelled because of snow.
Senior Dara Hamilton. captain of the women ·s team. has
improved her times and Senford
says ii is a result of the hard
work she is pulling in.
Scnford also said sophomore
Jabari King has exhib ited high
intensi1y in training and in
meets, and he has been rewarded with a collection of medals.
Freshman James Ray. one of
Sentord's top recruits. is adapting and building up hi,
endurance since Senford rccen1ly assigned him to long dbtancc
swim events.
Sophomore Seanna Westcarr
is currently experiencing shoulder problems. but Senford says
she is siill swimming well .

Senford's major goals for 1his
year were 10 rebuild the Howard
Universi1y swim program
1hrough better equipment and
through physical training.
The swim coach admits th,11
there has been better cooperation between the swim team and
pool operators this year. The
pool also has been kept in good
condition and at the righ1 1emperaturc, which has made training more productive for the
swimmers.
And even though the physical 1raining has yet to show its
merits, Senford is looking forward to the championships
where he feels the Sharks will
make their big splash.

Monicas Thou hts On...
Okay, nobody's perfcc1 and if Jimmy the Greek were sti ll around,
he'd have no compc1i1ion from me. I'd like to first say to a ccrlain
Kansas Ci1y Chiefs fan that I'm sorry, I, like you, was a fool 10
believe! Also, I'd like 10 thank ALL of the Cowboys' fans who
decided to call me lasl Sunday and give me up•lo-minute scoring
upda1es! Since you all don't have social lives and have nothing bener
10 do than call people, I hope that you enjoyed my answering
machine message!
Anyway. what I witnessed on Sunday was a nigh1marc. I had to
pinch myself 10 make sure I wasn' t dreaming, bu1, oh how I wish
I were! The two 1eams 1ha1 I had wanted to lose more 1han anythi ng
else have prevailed and will become the first lwo 1eams ever 10
appear in a Super Bowl rematch. Oh, how unbearably devastating
for me thal 1he season of my favorite sport will commence with
eilhcr "America's Team" or 1he "We-don't-get-respect-because-weplay-like-wimps-in-1he-Big-Onc-Bills" being crowned champion of
the NFL. Can't we rewind the season back 10 Oc1ober and unbreak
Randall Cunningham's leg? Or better yet, let's just skip Sunday's
game and go s1raight to next season! No deal? Okay, but I' m going
to give this predic1ion 1hing one more lry, so listen up!
We all though1 the Chiefs would whip up on the Bills, righl? We
all wan1ed 10 sec another AFC 1eam get lhe chance to play in 1hc
Super Bowl, righ1? Well, we all wanted 1he original Aunt Viv back
on "The Fresh Prince of Bel Air," but such is life! However, after
witnessing lhc Buffalo Bills trample over the Chiefs, I have seen
the light. TI1e Bills have an offense and a defense 1hat can win it
all. In their four consccu1ivc AFC Championship games, 1hey've
outscored 1heir opponen1s 120 to 33. Buffalo simply suffers from
1hc ··always a bridesmaid, never a bride" syndrome. Like Cinderella,
the Bills live a fairytale. but a1 the sirikc of 12, their coach turns
inlo a big pumpkin!
Yes, the Cowboys arc a DECENT team (and this is as close as
1·11 ever get 10 actually complimen1ing Dallas!), bu11his is Buffalo's
year. Super Bowl XXVIII will be a game of many firsts: I) an AFC
team will get 1he Vince Lombardi Trophy for 1he firs11ime in years
(Wasn ·1 Reagan in office 1he last lime an NFC team 10s1?!), 2)
Buffalo will finally gel 1hc respect they deserve, and 3) for 1he firsl
time in months. Cowboys· fans will finally shut 1heir mou1hs!
TI1is Sunday's game will be a good one and will, more 1han likely,
be decided in 1hc fourlh quarter. The score? 34-28 wi1h 1he Bills
triumphing over the Cowboys. I'm sure 1hat Dallas fans arc getting
a good laugh oul of1his. bu1 I have a feeling thal I will have 1he last
snicker! So, uniil we meet again, peace! Oh, by 1he way, I'm looking
for a Super Bowl parly 10 a11end. If you need 10 reach me, just call
any Cowboys' fan; 1hcy all seem to know how 10 get in touch with
me! You provide the T. V.; I'll bring the chips .
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COBIS Maj<?rs

B=:_-,oRE YoJ SEND
CRED. . . . . . TIALS, WE THOUGHT
You'--~ I,TKE To SEE OURS.
Leading-edge resources,
including a prototype lab, for
large systems development
In-depth technical training
programs

I

If our cre<lemials offer what you want
for your career. explore 1he oppomini•
ties available in these :ireas:
• Mainframe & Client/Server
Technology
• Programming & Analysis
• Communications & Network
Support
• End-User Computing
• Business Systems AnalysL,;

On-Campus
Interviews
Febrnary 3

Take a closer look at Freddie
Mac. Attend our on-campus
presentatio n on Wednesday
evening, February 2nd :it the
School of Business Student
Lounge. To register for an
interview, stop by the
Placement Office.
Freddie lilac offer.: technical challenge.
competitive pay and a flexible benefits
from a prototype lab 10 1est new :1ppli- package that includes pension and
As gradua1ion approaches, you can
401(k) plans. tuition reimbursement.
choose a c:ireer from among hundreds c:11ions to a deep-seated. long-tenn
of companies in this area. We invite you plan to enh:ince our powerful infonna- and an employee stock purchase protion systems environmenl.
gr:1m. Plus. we offer an on-site fi1ness
to t.ake a close look at Freddie \lac if
center, full-service cafeteria. and techniyou wan1 to work with :1 company that Freddie l\lac·s st:11e-of-thc-art technical
cal training programs so you GIil concan match your ambition and your need environment includes:
tinue to develop ;ind learn new skills.
for tcchnk:11 challenge.
• Hardware
Freddie
Mac is proud to be an equal
With the right auromaiion technology to
IBM mainframe, PCs, Teradam, Sun, tlP
opportuniry
employer committed to
guide our business, we have become a • Languages
diversiry
in
its
workforce.
nation:il leader in the secondary mort·
COBOL, C, SQL, SAS, CICS, Clipper,
gage market. We intend to maint:1in ~ur
Visual Basic
lead and cominue to expand our busi- • Database Management Systems
ness base. Thm's why systems and
IMS. DB2, dBase, Sybase
applications development is a top pri• Operdting Environments
oriry at Freddie Mac. And that's why we
MVS/ESA, DOS, 0S2. UNIX
con1inuc to invest heavily in the right
• Networks
' ;
.'
.
Wide Area, Novell LAN
resources for the challenges ahead -

Applications development in
a sophisticated multiplatfonn
environment

•

Freddie Mac

. .

.
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MOTOWN~
RECORDS~

PROMOTIO

at

GO@WffilID @~DW~~@DW
@~lf@~ &GJJ@DlI@lfilDGD
'

featuring
flle New Host of Russell Simmons

Winter Weekday Special
Relaxer Touch-Up

DEF COMEDY JAM
ALSO GUEST

BIZ

$35.00*
•

~
~?

DJ

Includes Shampoo, Conditioner & Style

,--

M '
A

•There will be additional charges for no-lye re/axen,
11mg hair, and de,igner m:1••.

R
K
I
E

·•(Dnign" s,u ind11tk: WAM, 1pir«ls. upd.os.)

Every Tuesday thru Friday

Singing
'HEY MR. DJ'
'GROOVE THING'
&More...

- - CILIJM

Tickets On Sale

ADULT VIDEOS
BY

ant A
Free Ride?

Join The Club.

EXOTIC MALES & FEMALES
DIVERSELY REPRESENTING YOU

~

CONSISTING OF WHO YOU
WANT TO SEE WHEN YOU
WANT TO SEE
THEM

~

receive a Free Metro Rail One Doy Poss. And once you're o member, you'll
receive oil kinds of special savings and benefits when you shop with us
throughout the year. To join, simply visit the Customer Service (enter, show o

JUST $9. 99 EA.
SPECIALTY VIDEOS ALSO
AVAILABLE
CALL 24 HOURS.

trip to Prince Georges Plaza. The first 500 new

members lo join the University Club at Prince Georges Plaza this semester will

TAPES

WIDE SELECTION OF VIDEOS
TO CHOOSE FROM

et a Free Metro Rail One Day Pass* for a quick

current college i.d. and fill out the membership form. If you're already a
member, stop by the Customer Service Center to renew your membership cord

T H E

and pick up a list of this month's exciting specials.

UNIVERSITY

\VITH THE UNIVt:RSITY CLUB ANO THE NEW METRO STATION

CLUB

AT PRINCE G EORGES PLAZA, GREAT SHOPPING
IS EASIER THAN EVER.

'Passe,s vatid oher 9:30 om wee\doY'; oft day ScrturdoY', Sundoy1 and h0tid0Y1- Yalu, 1S.
r 1,

I

CONFIDENTIALITY IS
GUARANTEED.

(301) 590-5302

Il

PRINCE GEORG~
rrince Geo,~ Plaza Stolion on Melro's Gmn lr1t Extension.
Heihl\ Woodword & lothrOf), The M.rkeiplo(e, F«ld Cm and mixe !hen 100 l9t(iolty 1tixts and ,es1.,.an~.
3500 last We11 Highwoy (301} 559.8844
Hyottwifte · 410 £xii off 8/W Porkwoy Route 4IO and Beluell Rood
Moriday • lclurdoy 10am • 9:30pm; Sunday noon. 6pm

8

nuar

-=""
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Howard University Division of Student Affairs
Office of Residence Life

START THE SEMESTER OPP RTGFIT
IV/Tll A

BACK-TO-SCHOOL BIINRFIT CONCERT

FEATURING

THE

1994 -1995

•

HOWARl) GOSPEL CHOIR

OSITIONS
With Special GueSIS:

Images of Unity of the NAACP
Voices of Zio11 of Springfield Baptist Church
Gospeleers o.f Ebenezer Baptist Church

Qualifications: Undergraduate-Sophomore, Junior, Senior-2.5 (GPA) average.
Residence Hall occupant for a minimum of one academic year, a record of active
participation and positive leadership in hall programs and activities.
Responsibilities: R. A. s work under the supervision of Residence Hall Counselors,
work a minimum of ten (10) hours per week, assist with hall openings and closings,
work with 40 to 60 students occupying a corridor, assist with hall programs and
activities, attend all meetings called by the Counselors, assist with administrative
responsibilities.

,nts

ral

WIJB~: JA.VUARY 30, 1994 • 5:00 l'.M.

WHERE: ANDREW RANKJN MEMORIAL CHAPEL
ON TTIE MAIN CAMPUS OF
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

Employment: Is for one year and includes a taxable stipend of $750.00, paid in
monthly installments plus free room rent for the academic year. Reappointment for
a second year is possible, but requires a new application.

•,1 f111!E-WIU OFF/iRJh'G WILL BB COUECT£D•

EARN UP TO $500
We Need
Good People Interested in Self
Development
~~~-n,~'----__..~~:m and Helping
Others

--1•
le Nowt -

,ill

ro

>N

USUHS ANd NIH

SEEks HEAhHy

MAlE voluNTEERS TO pARTicipATE iN A
collAboRATiVE sTudy.

VoluNTEERS

MUST bE bEJWEEEN THE AGES of

21

ANd 40, MUST NOT bE ENlis1Ed iN THE
Secure application from
Residence Hall Office,
complete and submit to
the:

MiliTARY, OR EMployEd by

Office of Residence Life

SEVEN SESSiONS TOTAlliNG AppRoxi.-

NIMH.

PRocEduRES MAY REQUiRE up TO

I

2401 4th Street, N.W.
• '//ashington, D.C. 20059
On or before February 18, 1994

A

P

P

MATEly

L

Y ·

N

O

W

40 HOURS.

For more information call
Anne Miretsky
at 301-295-3672

Now you can haYC two of the most rccognJzecl and
accepted credit cards In the ..wr1d-,V1sae and MastcrCarde
cn:dll cards. .."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN lURNED DOWN BEFORE!

V1SA9 and MastcrCarde the cn:dll cards you
desera: and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
-.-...
STORES-TIJITION-ENTERTAINMEITTEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTSHOTELS-MOTELS-CAS-CAR REITTALSREPAJRS-AND TO BUllD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

tO'

·- -- -- ---- - - - --- --------•---------------•
YES'•

'Ez- CARD, BOX 16516, ATLANTA, GA 30321

1

1
lwantVISA.9/MASTERCARD&Credlt:
1
I Cards.approved Immediately. 100% GUARANTEED! I

No turn downs!
No credit chects!
1
No
security
deposit!
I
'f\;o 1"._ll1 1
I
I
c.~ "O'(ISEND THE COUPON TODAY I NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
YOUR CREDIT CARDS /\RE WAITING!
I

~..~..~ ct.11°'

!._ tat.s:::,,,f
.,.t

l_-1.,_ _ _ _

_;_:.::.:.:....:..:.:.:=--=----------J :ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - -

I

1
ICfIY - - - - - STATE-ZIP--- I
II STODENT 7• Yes No S.S.# - - - - - - t

ISJGNATIJRE - - - - - - - - - - - :
I oon:, 1,1as1a<:anl Is a rq!U1tml tradcrna.rlt d r,taotaOud lntr:mJlllorel. Inc.

I
I

Visa Is a i<:g1s1.<ml tr.ad<m>rlt of VIS/\ USA. Inc. and VISA lntrmaUonal !

1".P.114 Ulti:i•l;lti:l-1•111:I•i:I l•J•t·\i
--••!!- - - - - - - - - - - -
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All HILLTOPICS are due,
paid in full, the Monday
before publication. Announcements by campus organiztions
for meetings, seminars or
non-profit events are free for
10 words or less and $1 for
every additional five words.
Campus announcements for
profit are charged as individu•
nls. Individuals advertising
for the purpose of announcing
a service, buying or selling are
charged $5 for the first 20
words and $1 for every additional five words. Local compan ies are cha rged $10 for the
first 20 words and $2 for every
five words thereafter. Personal
ads are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every additional five words.

ANNO0NCEMEN'I S
Toastmasters has moved to 142
Blackburn Thurs. 6pm. For more
information call (202) 328-3109
Mushm Fnday Jumah P1·ayer
Every Friday in Blackburn Center, 1 · 2 PM
Muslim Students of H.U.
P.O. Box 404 H.U.
Washington, DC 20059
202-291-3790
'I he next Arts and Sciences
General Body Meeting will be
on Wednesday, February 2 in
Locke Hall, Room 105.
All Howard Poets mterested in
showcasing their talent in this
year's Poetry Reading Extravaganza, Please submit your name
and a sample of your work to the
UGSA office, Blackburn Center,
Room 110 by Feb. 11, 1994.
Congratula11ons to all Who's
Who Recipients in Arts and Sciences from the Arts and Sciences Student Council.
Who's Who Photos for the
BISON Yearbook have been
psotponed to Sunday, J an. 30 at
2 p.m. in the Blackburn Center Auditorium. Please be
prompt and dressed in business
atlire.
Al I EN'i'ION: lbmorrow's
Men's basketball game at Coppin S1a1e hru; been rescheduled
for Wednesday (Feb. 2) a1 7:30
p.m .. The men will still host
Coppin on Saturday, February 5
at 7:30 p.m. The game will be
televised live on BET.
A.O. $pons Foundation 1s having a speaker session about the
Spons Industry, at 6 p.m. in the
Student Lounge, Thursday, February 3 in the School of Business. Speaker 10 be con firmed
next week.
Come and JOlfl the Brothers oi
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.,
Beta Chapter a1 our Annual
Tribute to Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Monday Jan. 31
al 7:06 at the Andrew Rankin
Memorial Chapel, Speaker: Cai11
Hope Felder with a performance
by the Howard University Community Choir.
What IS 'l'cach for America all
about? Come ask questions on
Feb. 3, 1994 at 7 p.m. in the
Hilltop Lounge of the Blackburn
Center.
Eyew11ness Repon. Springfield, Illinois. Labor/Black
mobilization to stop the KKK.
Howard Spartans Youth Cl ub
Black History Month Forum on
Monday, January 3 I at 8:00 p.m.
Undergraduate Library Lecture
Room. For more information,
call 872-8240.
If you are a student entrepreneur, please call Gem at (202)
882-3914.
Send the one you love a candygram on Valentine's Day. Alpha
sweethearts will be selling
candy-grams February l through
February 8 in Blackburn form
11:30 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. All
candy-grams will be delivered.
ALL 'i'HOSE iN I ERES'i'ED
1N WRITING FOR THE
SPORTS SECTION, PLEASE
ATTEND TUESDAY"S SEC·
TION MEETING IN THE
HILLTOP OFFICE AT 5:30
p.m. ANY QUESTIONS CALL
MONICA AT 806-6866.
THE Bison Chapter of Groove
Ph i Groove S.F.I. will be sponsoring FREE Resume Writing
and Interviewing Workshops al
the Blackburn Center on January
29, February 5 and February 6.

,.
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THE HILLTOP
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10 wall carpet, modern kitchens,
washer and dryer on premise,
min i blinds, sentex security system, central heat & air, dishwasher. reserved parking avail•
able.
'two bedrooms avamble for
immediate occupany located 1
block from campus. Fully fur•
nished
w/w carpet, ceiling fans
SERVICES
excellent
opportunity for
Speed Reading Course. Triple
maure
students.$
275 & $285
your speed and comprehension
in 6 weeks. No cost. 2400 I 6th per month Call (301) 350St. NW. Ca II 234-0840 for more 8358.
Nicely Furnished Rooms. Stuinfo.
dent environment. W/D near
VCR Service
H.U. $300.00/ Month+ UtiliFree Estimates
ties. Contact: (202) 291-2248.
All work guaranteed
l!or Rent: Spacious I BR
Call John at (202) 882-2845 or
apartment + den. Close to
(202) 234-0840.
Howard University. Quiet
..Cone 10 Jamaica" will be
block, ideal enviromen1 for
accepting $100.00 deposits on
study. S450.00/ month - no utiliFebruary 2 in the Engineering
ties paid. Call after 7 p.m. (202)
Lobby between 12-4 p.m.
Please makke all checks payable 291-5819.
!!ROOMMA'i ES NEEDED!!
to Horizon Tours. Cash acceptNew Amsterdam Apts. Guys
ed.
Need a vacauon?! Stressed out and Girls should apply. Immediate occupancy available.
form School?! Kiss those blues
good-bye with an end of 1he year Includes Wall to wall carpet.
modern kitchens, and sentex
trip 10 Jamaica. Only $550.00
security systems. Call today
for I week of fun in the sun!
Airfare and hotel accomadations (202) 265-5359 or stop by Fairincluded! ·'ComCI 10 Jamaica" is maont St., N.W.
Fairmont St.-'\hree (3) tursponsored by the American
n ished rooms in house 1/2 block
Society of Mechanical Engineers. For more information call to campus. Each room has: carpet, air conditioner, keyed locks.
(202) 667-2086.
Den, kitchen, washer/dryer.
HELPWAN'l'ED
Piano lnstuctor Needed to teach Utilities paid. Security deposit.
Shown by appointment: Mrs.
3 kids, Ages 4,6,8. Prefer stu•
Thomas, (301) 464-2931.
dent with creative imagination.
PERSONALS
Call Mr. Dawson al (202) 882Ramon1ca,
llappy Belated 21st
1447.
Binhday. Love, Valarie.
CRUISE SHIPS AIRING ·
Tempo Reponers- Only 13
Earn up to S2000+/mo. on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour com• more issues to go. Keep up the
good work! Tempo Editor.
panies. Summer & Full-Time
Steph · Happy Belated B1nhemployment available. No exp
day.
We love you. -Princess.
necessary. For info. Call l-206Kci and Mush.
634-0468 ext. C5302
Where's Petey? If you find
Earn SSOO • $l000 weekly
him, tell him I'm waiting! Patty
stuffing envelopes. Fo1· detai ls
Queen (Beast), I hope that you
· RUSH $ 1.00 with SASE to:
have a very Happy Birthday.
GROUP FIVE
And no matter what happens. I
57 Greentree Drive. Suite 307
will always care about you.
Dover, OE 19901
Love, Brandi (Boo)
MAKE A DIFfERENCE IN
HAPPY 21S l' Blk'l'RDAY
A WOMAN'S LIFE!!!
Calvary Emergency Women 's
DEDRA ALEXANDER!
HOW'S THIS FOR YOU A**I
sheller needs volunteers for the
evening shift (7pm • 10pm) and
LOVE YA, MEGAN.
442- IJ 94-187 You played a
the overnight shift ( 10pm - 8am)
good game but consider yourself
Please call 202-783-6651.
WARNED!
Need more money? How
l'heresa. Now I know how 11
about S340 • S 1,000 a month
feels to be stood up! Anyway,
plus! No selling/ Talking Call
you arc forgiven. --Math II
202686-4777 ext. 357. 24hr
Acy Boo (28): .. hELLO" irom
recording.
Volunteers Needed: For nonsomeone who cares more than
you'll ever know!
profit group promoting youth
education on AIDS, ENVIRONHAPPY BELA'i'ED Bl Rl'ADAY TO GARY "FLEA" HAR·
MENT, DIVERSITY, INTERNATIONAL CULTURE/LANRELL, From the President of
GUAGE. Next meetion Jan. 27,
The Little Critter Fan Club and
1994 7 p.m. D.C. call Teaching
her phone companion!
Our Youth, Inc. (fOY) at (7030
Sharniarra- I'hanks tor hooking
my page up. I really appreciate
247-4858.
it. And thanks for always being
PAID IN1'ERNSAIP IN
so reliable-I hope I never have to
ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALISM:
Greenwire, a
pul in a "missing person" ad for
dai ly environmental news seryou. Smile. •Val.
Mandmema It Kumbu la, What
vice, has a paid editorial internship for the Spring "94 semester a woman, after seven months I
available immediately. Reguirestill get excited when I heear
ment: Strong writing skills and
your voice, WOW! I look foran interest in energy and eviron- ward to spending eternity with
mental issues. Fax resume 10
you. Love form Andre T. Fraser
703-237-9100, attn: Sarah
(Addiction) HA HA HA.
Lynch.
Good luck to JOHN HENRY
FORSALE
a.k.n The Suburban Thugster
DISCO0N'I' li0RNl'l'0kE:
a.k.a. THE CROW a.k.a. the
Living room & Dining room
Chicago Kid in his future
sets, Sofa beds from $99.00;
exploits in the Music Business.
1\vin Beds S60.00; Full $75.00;
--From the Teaneck Kid and
Desks from $40.00; Dressers
th e Haitian Lover Man.
from $25.00; Al.so Tables, Files, Sunshmc: We've been lightmg
more. Delivery and Phone
for too long it's lime to put all
orders available. Friendly Furthat time and energy into someniture Co. 301-699-1778.
thing else worth while. Love
For Sine: 12 inch RCA 'lelev1- always, Jumbo.
sion. It's Color and gets good
Happy 81rhtday Shout outs to
reception. Only $75.00 or best
Toni, Mariama and J',falaika.
offer. Call and leave a message. FROM A-SWEET.
(202) 667-0277.
Call mg all LI l'J LES, it's time
FOR REN'!'
for the Percula1or. Let's meet at
F'emales: Furnished rooms m
the H.U. vs Coppin game, Same
house with modern kitchen,
time, Same Seats. Shorty.
washer and dryer, den with cable
Fellas, where the LI i'l'LES at?
color TV. Each room has wall to Elisha, P-Nup, Sunshine, Tamawall carpet, air cond itioning,
ra, Colette, Tosha, AM ie,
walk-in closet. and a private
Muiesha, Krishna, Keysha
phone line. Three blocks from
(Sherly).
campus. Contact: Mr. Waddell
A Belated B1nhday Shout-out
at (202) 265-5359
10 my girls:Gail Dobard #23 on
l'akc a look at the New Amster- 1/5 and Ronne Wingate #22 on
dam Apartments. Call Today
1/19. Sorry this was late but I
(202) 265-5359 or stop by al
hope they were happy anyway!
1375 Fa irmont St., N.W. Wall
Remember: Capricorns do it

For further information, contact
Barri ng1on Barrett al (202) 8658721.
BOWARD S'l'0DEN'l'S interested in candid ly discussing
issues regarding DEATH and
DYING for a Graduate Study,
Please call Jewel a1 (202) 8841465.

well but Scorpios do ii much
bcller...Love, Nikki
Ki: there's no game, so you
ain't missing out!
Niki: How does 11 !eel to be m
... .'?!?!
Cowboys' Fan (a.k.a FOOL):
GO BILLS, GO BILLS, GO
BILLS! EAGLES' FAN
'lb a cenam ''Ch1el": Dinner
tonight, don't stand me up.
From the one who has a way
with words!
Vicki, Ii you need a new pony•
tai l, I heard that Mr. Ed would
be willing 10 give his to you!
Love, the one who is young
enough to be your daughter.
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$24,000

!L 1S"'J.,;r,1,:.; t·;

Crtdw.lt FtllO\ltshlps Av1llablt

~~..:,:;_~. ~·;:- .'!·~~ '

1-900-267•0088 EXT!

Colkte u:aion and gr.dutc, •1io
ll~ interUlt.d i.a beOJmutl KOOlldary 1d,ool.1uchtn cl American
bisto,y, Al'l<riCH gc,,-crrumat. or
toeial s1udiit.1 may apply.

S3.99perrm
Must be 18yi;

Proc:al Co.~~:,

Fdlowtb.iP' pt)' tuition,
fccs. boob, ,oo.n, and bolrd.

A F R I C_

Janus M1dlson t"tllowshlp,

,., '"'· l-800-525-6928

I . 0 \\ '

blkrDtl tddtta.

,\

I It I I ,

FROII WASHJNGTOH ROUCIII,

R~ACT-ACTt.fO.acl.Of)

CAPETOWN

JOHANN:SBURG

dOOD LOCK LADY BISON,
AS YOU TAKE ON COPPIN
STATE!
I WAN l"l'O SEND A SIIU'R
DAY SHOUT OUT TO MY
GIRL NATALIE. HAVE A
GOOD ONE.
ARNESA.
'lo Shataye Cunmungs:
You need a cane!
Happy Birthday to th e
best roomy ever. Sorry I
missed the Shin-dig. I' ll come
set your hair for a B-D present.
Happiness always,
Shamecr
Wanted: Sincere md1v1duals
that are wishing to correspond
with a black male incarcerated
college student. Will answer all
letters. Please write to:
Darryl Watts
90A5244
Mid-s1a1c Correctional facility
P.O. Box 2500
Marcy, N.Y. 13403
Happy, Happy Birthday
Ramonica, sorry I missed your
shindig--Otesa
An Intimate Fart dirt seeks a
Chicken Boy to spend a few
sofl, sexy, beautiful morning
hours with.
Shall she wait until Valentine's?
Thal sounds like a plan.
Counting the days ...
Lucky-eye.
where's my note.

NAIROBI

HARARE.

OAR ESSALE'-1 .

lUSAKA

:;•

GABERONE
ENTEBBE

::~-- -~~r R '_~if!!~~~"{!~
•1r;, J,,/•,-~,'t'._" .. ,-:-~rj~'>i-T•".t

LILONGWE

AFRICA SPECIALISTS FOR .

1·900-267-0088 EXT. 8272

TOUR DESIGl
800-472-120!

$3.99 per min.

1! \14at.:.f'T SQt· .--1.t. nmlll L.l

Must be 18 yrs.
Procall Co. (602) 954-7420

t,. ·; A.-
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MARTIAL ARTS/ PHYSICAL FITN ES

Join Ui\\AC
Universal J\,\artial Arts Club
ttrlp pro1«, •nd dtfonJ
our gl"t'.ttht rcaourcc

Afric.'ln-American J\len and \\'omen
CIUK1 offrred

• Karate

in:

• Wrestling
• Bozing
• Bod.I' l\'!D!li

• TaeKwon Do
• Wcig~c Traini114

-8 w••k l·a,ic Sk,11 cl.u'" alo, av•il ,bl,
1

·

$10.00 off with this coupon.

Call Sensei Juan for details at 387-UMAC (86:!

(.

A

I

116 Rhode Island Ave N.W.

(202) 328-11 06

GRAND OPENING

g• (smalQ

Cheese Steak
Pizza Steak
Steak. Eoo & aieese

Otten Cheese Steak
<1

-

$5.20
$5.45
$5.45
$5.50

,s·~
$8.75
$.9.10
$9.10
$9.45

.:r.-·--•.'-~->---.•·cr,

s'E.Jir HOAGIESJf _,_

llaflall Special
$4.95 $8!1l
Tulkey & Cheese'
$4.95 $831
Tllla & Oleese_
-$4.95 $8!1l
Nigerian (Roost Beef & Turkey)
$5.65 $93.l
Free Soda &_Chips with purchase of any Hoagi'4
Steak Sandwich wl this ad.
' .Wi. Also~CATER

-,.,,Bustn;s1~L\Jnbheons:.Off{~~85,

